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DISCLAIMER
This report to the Science Advisory Board was carried out as part of the activities of the Task Force
on the State of the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem. Although the Boards supported this work, the specific
conclusions and/or recommendations do not necessarily represent the views of the International Joint

Commission, the Science Advisory Board or the task force.
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FOREWORD
A lot is known about the economies and demographics in the states and provinces surrounding the

Great Lakes. A fair amount is known about the environment in this same area. But despite the obvious

and strong relationship between human activity and environmental degradation in the Great Lakes Basin
Ecosystem, little data has been collected which links the two and the data that does exist is rarely
collected in a consistent and comparable manner.
In preparing for the State of the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem report, the Science Advisory Board of
the International Joint Commission set out to address this issue by organizing the Scoping Workshop on
Human Activities and State of the Ecosystem Reporting. The workshop was hosted by the Institute for

Research on Environment and Economy at the University of Ottawa on February 18 and 19, 1991. The
workshops 19 United States and Canadian workshop participants were chosen from government, the

private sector, non-governmental organizations and the Science Advisory Board.

Two major themes: data and information system problems; and environmental reportin , current

programs and practice; were addressed by those making presentations. Other themes emerg

from the

presentations and discussions that ensued. This report discusses these themes with a view to developing
a framework for ecosystem reporting under the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement which satisfies the
needs of the International Joint Commission in relation to the assessment and evaluative functions
required under Article VII.
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1.0 RAPPORTEUR'S REPORT
1.1 Data and Information System Problems
Prepared by Ms. Laura Stove! and Ms. Carla Nell
The Institute lor Research on Economy and Environment. University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario

The Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement (Annex 2) presents a systemic and comprehensive
ecosystem approach to the management and restoration of impaired uses of Great Lakes resources. To

achieve this objective, a holistic analysis of the state of the Great Lakes is required. integrating
socio-economic behavior variables with ecosystem variables is essential for informed and effective

management schemes responding to environmental stress. Traditional ad hoc responses to Great Lakes
crisis management must be discarded in favour of a cohesive. long-term strategy.

Computerized databases are important elements in reaching this long-term goal. Unified systems
impose a structure and direction for data gathering and assembly. David Allardice of the Federal Reserve
Bank in Chicago and Robert Hoffman of Robbert Associates in Ottawa discuss some of the problems of
existing data collection and suggest frameworks for data collection in the future.

Discussions about data and information system problems focused on the following questions:
-

How can human activities within the Great Lakes basin be linked to the Great Lakes Basin

Ecosystem?
'

What are the key economic and social indicators that monitor environmental stress within the basin?

-

What is the appropriate conceptual framework for linking scale-economic databases with the
biophysical databases on the state of the Great Lakes?

-

What role should the international Joint Commission (lJC) play in efforts to achieve these objectives?

The workshop attempted to provide a forum through which realistic conclusions to these questions
could be reached. Ideally, the proceedings would reveal new management directions and initiatives to be

taken by the IJC for the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem.

D 64985 (First Draft September 1 l, 1991)
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1.1.1 UnitedStates: ToomchorTooLittle?

DavidAlanioe

Some say that the data collection and analysis needed for environmental legislation and policy
making in the Great Lakes region have proceeded far enough. We know the basic directions we should
go in trying to prevent further environmental degradation. it is time to put policies in place and enforce
them.

Other insist that links between human activity and the ecosystem are complex and the data we have
does not reveal enough about these linkages. We need to continue monitoring human-environment
interrelationships before responsible policy decisions can be made.
in his presentation on human activities affecting the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem, David Allardice
said that both positions are valid. A lot of data on the environment and economy is available and we know
enough to make some basic policy decisions, but most available data is not useful because it is not
consistent and comparable across the basin.
Aggravating the difficulty of assessing economyu-environment linkages, these interrelationships are
not static. Economies evolve and with that evolution comes a change in the environmental problems to be
addressed. New environmental str4essors may emerge and add to the legacy of the accumulated stock of
environmental degradation. This implies that socio-economic data collection needs to provide relevant
information on the economy, environmental stresses and responses to enable flexible environmental
assessment and decision-making.
Such a unified database does not yet exist although organizations such as the US. Environmental
Protection Agency, Statistics Canada, Environment Canada and a number of private agencies are working
to that end.
Researchers are also concerned that data collection cannot respond quickly enough to the evolution
of human activites and environmental responses. There is an inevitable lag-time in data collection which
affects the ability of data to accurately reflect changes.
Many problems have arisen concerning the collection and integration of environmental information

into one useful database. The traditional chasm between the physical and social sciences is reflected in
the data collection process. This results in the fragmentation and incompatibility of different information
sources.

D 64985 (First Draft September 11, 1991)
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Allardice discussed problems encountered in creating socio-environmental databases. Although
abundant data exist, researchers studying socio-environmental conditions in systemically defined (and
non-political) regions such as the Great Lakes watershed basin find a paucity of consistent, credible and

comparable, socio-environmental data that they have to rely largely on demographic and economic
information.

Even this is problematic. The concept of natural regions is absent in socio-economic data
collection. Consequently, the activity space is subdivided according to jurisdictional and administrative

(political) boundaries which rarely match up with the watershed boundaries desired. Using this data,
researchers of the Great Lakes watershed basin can only approximate population, employment and
production data within the watershed boundaries.

It was suggested that drainage basin and ecological identifiers could be applied to data collection
regimes within the basin region.

There is also a paucity of data on land-use change. This data is key to understanding the
relationship between human activities and environmental change. In addition, the lack of relevant
information reflects the institutional biases of data collection. Choices of variables and priorities depend
upon clients needs. This institutional bias extends to geographical, ecological and economic perspectives.

lf databases are to be used effectively for ecosystem management, these issues must be addressed
and priorities established for data collection.

D 64988 (Flrst Drc September 1 l , W91)
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1.1.2 Canada: AFrameworkforlnfonnation Management

Robert Hotfman

Robert Hoffman presented an information management regime and framework designed to organize
data on human activities and environmental quality within the Great Lakes basin. In creating this
prototype framework, relational components were developed to enhance information content and
maintenance.

The framework identified possible modeling relationships to determine and achieve the human
behavioral adjustments needed to reduce ecosystem stress. it is based on a conceptual hierarchy for
data arrangement . The spatial hierarchy allows users to manipulate information within various spatial
dimensions and to analyze and interpret information at different geographic scales. This also helps reveal

the level of interdependence of variables

This potential database structure is important because it can maintain multiple histories of data. It
can be updated as necessary and can manipulate stored information to allow for data interpolation and
extrapolation. Thus, the information base can be used for predictions.

Hoffman discussed the difficulties of creating the database above. Problems predominantly
concerned data manageability. Like Allardice, Hoffman encountered a lack of uniformity and compatibility
between data sources, especially between American and Canadian ones. Problems arise because of the
different scales at which data are collected. Relevant data on human stresses on the environment are
also rare.

Brand Niemann of the US. Environmental Protection Agency suggested that traditional modeling
tools used to address interrelationships between the economy and the environment are no longer useful.
Derived relationships collapse during the prediction stage of analysis and interpretation. As a result, past
responses to ecosystem issues have been inappropriate and have not addressed the real concerns.
Economic variables must be examined to assess their effects on the environment. These should be
targeted as the mechanism for change in natural resource use. In the past, research and data collection
have been supply and production oriented. A new emphasis on resource consumption is required to
facilitate demand and supply management. A new paradigm must be considered which will allow a new
concept of wealth and ecology to emerge.
1For example a hierarchy from general topics to specifics with agriculture at the top, then farm type, then
cropping practices, and below that: crop.
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The issues involved are complex and goals must be reasonable. The attidue that economies and
the environment have competing interests must be discarded. Stress indicators within the ecosystem
must occasionally be simpli ed so that they are manageable and so the essential issues can be dealth
with.

In spite of growing demands for environmental databses, too much emphasis on data collection can
undermine understanding of the economy-environment relationship. The only effective response to
environmental damage is to adjust human activities and behavior which created the stresses. By
modifying human resource use, environmental impacts will hopefully lessen.
Comparing the Hoffman and Allardice approaches for creating a database to deal with ecosystem
stresses, fundamental differences in conceptual modeling were observed. Hoffman organized data within

the realm of software capabilities. Micro data was used to reflect human activity change within a spatial
context. Allardice analyzed demographic and economic trends, cycles and structural changes to help
interpret the stresses placed on the natural environment of the Great Lakes basin.

The approaches need to be integrated. Historical precedents, communicated through
technologically-advanced means, would increase the opacity of researchers and decision-makers to
accurately evaluate ecosystem stress. Only by providing a framework that integrates the many
components of the environment-economy relationship can a holistic management approach be achieved.
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1.2 Environmental Reporting: Current Programs and Practice
The first part of the International Joint Commission Scoping Workshop on Human Activities and
State of the Ecosystem Reporting examined problems facing, and needs of, researchers of
human-environmental relations in the Great Lakes. The second part looked at the development of
environmental statistical databases and state of the environment reporting practices in Canada and the
United States. It attempted to answer three questions:

-

What information systems are in place in Canada and the United States?

-

What is the influence of the political agenda on the development of these systems?
Do these positions suit the needs of policy-makers and researchers?
Brand Nieman of the United States Environmental Protection Agency, Paul Rump of Environment

Canada and Kirk Hamilton of Statistics Canada, outlined their respective agencies approaches to data
assembly. In doing so, they reveleased the fact that data collection is not an apolitical act. The effort put
into collection, the type of information collected and the organization of this information reveal political
attitudes.

David Rapport of the institute for Research on Environment and Economy and Tony Hodge of McGill
University asserted this when they presented two very different assessments of the direction that data
collection should be going in trying to help decision-makers meet the environmental challenges facing
society.

1.21 'HeWhoPaysthePiper,CdslheTune'

Davide

David Rapport opened his assessment with the remark: "He who pays the piper, calls the tune." The
political powers that be, don t seem to be serious about environmental improvement and this is the crux of
the problem. "Do we need more cud-chewing and science. or more commitment?" With that, he set the
tone for the day s discussions.
Compartmentalization of the ecosystem into water, air and solids is dangerous.

Stop-gap

approaches ignore larger issues like whether the environment can support our current lifestyle or if
changes are needed in consumption patterns and attidues toward land development. A holistic approach
addresses these issues.
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1.2.2 United States: U.S. EPA's Apptoach to
Data Colection and Poicy Enfomement
The US. EPA is setting up a Center for Environmental Statistics. This center will act as a
centralized repository of databases which will be easily accessible for researchers and decision-makers.
In this capacity, the center will be responsible for:

Information Management
information Management involves data analysis and information dissemination. The centre does not
have a mandate for primary data collection but it analyzes and organizes datafrom federal, state, local
and private sector data-collecting organizations. in an uncoordinated state, this pool is "data rich" but
"information poor." The Center is therefore trying to develop a framework to assist in compiling, reviewing
and updating a core series of "good" data.
To ensure that the data assembled by the Center is useful to environmental researchers, data will
have to meet certain criteria. Data will have to be:

a)

Validated with quantifiable quality assurance protocols and parameters;
Wherever possible, integrated across media (air, water, land);
Wherever possible, integrating media information and natural resource data to represent complete
ecosystems;

Comparable across time and location;

Obtained by statistical designs permitting quantifiable inferences and justi able conclusions; and
Unbiased; not influenced by regulatory needs.
(Source: The EPA Statistician, Summer 1990)

-

Transition Flam Pmer to Ebctronic Reporting
A Major function of the centre is to make user-friendly computer software with a statistical profile to

document data. A bibliography of reliable data is available on disk and can be ordered free of charge.
Niemann welcomes a review of this. Some PC versions of data systems available from the centre are:

a)

The World Resources institute Guide to Key National Environmental Statistics in the US.
Government (1991)

b)

The 1991 EPA Guide with Links to Data Results

D 64985 (First Draft September it, 1991)
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c)

The Prototype Global Change Master Directory 01 the Interagency Working Group on Data

Management for Global Change (1991)
-

SpedaiAnalysesandDeveiopmentofCoreDataBase
The centre will "conduct special analyses of specific environmental issues to promote the

development and application of new methods of statistical analysis." it also identi es, refines and
promotes the collection of a core data series of environmental indicators for use in future

state-of-the environment reports.
1.23 Environmental Reporting by the Canadan Government
Although the international Joint Commission was created in 1909 to review transboundary water
problems and advise the Canadian and American governments on the cleanup of the Great Lakes, only
recently has the Canadian government become involved in environmental issues on any significant scale.
The Department of the Environment was not formed until 1972, three years after the creation of the US.

EPA. Not until 1988, with the passage of the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, was environmental
legislation integrated under a single act of parliament.
Environmental reporting by the Canadian government is jointly carried out by Statistics Canada and
Environment Canada. These ministries collect their own data and receive information from other federal

departments, non-government of cials (NGOs), and provincial and territorial governmental sources.
Environment Canada and Statistics Canada are also advised by interdepartmental committees and the
Public Advisory Committee made up of members from industry, academia and NGOs. Their combined

efforts lead to the 1991 publication of the second edition of the "State of the Environment Report" by
Environment Canada and a companion report by Statistics Canada called "Human Activity and the
Environment."

in December 1990, Environment Canada, released an environmental plan called the Green Plan.
Many Canadians hoped that this plan would provide a focus and direction for environmental policy and
private action for the next few years. For many, the Green Plan fell short of that goal. Critics said that
instead of taking an holistic, preventative approach to environmental management, the plan :Hered
piece-meal remedies.
Paul Rump of Environment Canada expands on this report and explains how the 1991 "State of the
Environment Report" and a book on indicators released this year will help the federal government meet its
policy objectives.
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SOE Reporting at Environment Canada

Paul Rump

The 1990 Green Plan sees SOE reporting as a fundamental tool for federal environmental

decision~making The plan looks at developing a set of indicators which will then be used as measures of
environmental quality. Some indicators will be linked to targets; others will describe environmental trends.

8)

Possible indicators of the state of the environment are:
-

ph level of rain as a measure of acid rain

-

Waterfowl population as a measure of wildlife conditions

-

Ambient 002 to measure climate change

Indicators of stress from human activities could include:

-

802 deposits

'

Wetland habitat loss

Management response could be measured by examining trends in the rations of, for example:
-

802 emissions/targets

-

Waterfowl population/targets

Desirable properties of indicators are:
Feasibility
Reasonable time and cost of collection

Scientific credibility
Understandability by the public
Ability to provide early warnings
Ability to detect trends

After the indicators are developed and in use, the government may want to develop a set of indices,
or packages of indices, which will be easily understandable to the public and decision-makers and useful

to researchers. Examples of these would be a water quality index and a household environmental
response index. Development of indices, however, is a long-term goal.
Besides the "Green Plan" and the "State of the Environment Report." Environment Canada also
produces an annual SOE policy statement, the "environmental equivalent of the budget" (Rump).

D 64985 (First Draft September 1 l, 1991)
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In spite of the efforts of Environment Canada and Statistics Canada, there are major gaps in

available data such as data on solid waste disposal.

°

Statistics Canada

iGrk Hamilton

While collection of physical data is performed by a wide variety of provincial and federal

departments, the Canadian government has centralized the collection and dissemination of
socio-economic data in the hands of Statistics Canada. Because environmental data is mostly physical,
the data compiled by Statistics Canada is mostly collected by environment and natural resource

organizations. This poses two problems for Statistics Canada.

a)

If Statistics Canada is going to integrate and disseminate physical data in a meaningful way it needs
staff equipped with appropriate physical science training.

b)

Since Data collection takes place outside Statistics Canada, there may be questions about the
quality and statistical validity of the data (Hamilton).

Drawing statistical relationships between environmental stresses and stressors is difficult. Unlike
economic data, which is given the system of National Accounts framework, natural systems are inherently

complex and physical data are inconsistent in time, space and physical measurement. It is therefore
rarely possible to make definite associations between changes in environmental state and inputs to, or
pressures on, the system.

Pragmatism and impartiality are needed. A framework for environment statistics should measure

stresses on the environment and changes in the state of the environment while making no unwarranted
claims about cause and effect.

Statistics Canada has traditionally collected some socioeconomic data that is relevant to the
environment. These include capital expenditures on pollution control, provision of goods for
environmental protection and morbidity and mortality data relating diseases with likely environmental
causes. information like this can be useful for environmental analysis when combined with other
environmental data. The use of outlay mapping of socioeconomic activity of physical space based on
GlS technology is particularly pertinent for macrolevel environmental assessment.

This information can become voluminous and cumbersome. indicators are needed to simplify
evaluation. One example of a successful environmental indicator is the Air Pollution Index published by
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Environment Canada. This combines data on particulates, hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides and is
designed to indicate threats to people with problems of the pulmonary tract. As opposed to having one,
aggregate, environmental index, indicators like the Air Pollution lndex need to be designed with a specific
audience in mind.

There is a need to bring environmental statistics into the System of National Accounts.

Accordingto

Hamilton, two problems with the accounts is that they measure "goods," not "beds," and there is no way to
determine from the accounts whether economic development is proceeding sustainably. So far there is no
satisfactory way of doing this.
Capacity for information organization and reorganization is much better than before. Now a focus is
needed. The national accounts were developed from concerns about unemployment in the 19303.
Today s world of overemployed resource and environmental degradation needs new approaches to
national accounting.
Some participants felt that organization of information is improving; others see declining commitment
to these issues in the federal government. Such deterioration can be seen in the dissolution of the Land
Directorate in Environment Canada.

The MC could provide leadership in this area. it could provide the focus of SOE reporting
unhindered by the referee-player problem prevalent in government institutions. Some participants felt that
SOE reporting may not be proceeding in an integrated way at Environment Canada and Statistics
Canada. There is a lot of relabelling of bottles. An organization such as the MC could advise what needs
to be done and why and encourage the allocation of resources to that end.

Some felt there is a lack of ecological knowledge in Statistics Canada. No one on any of the
Statistics Canada advisory councils has ecological expertise, Judy Smith said. There is no integrated
approach. Solid environmental criteria must be put in place and the people "can talk about how to

manage that," she said. The MC report on indicators is encouraging in that regard.2

Forty years ago, pioneering work on ecological approaches to land use classification was carried out
in Ontario by Angus Hill. This work was largely ignored - a missed opportunity. (Caldwell).

2 A Proposed Framework for Developing Indicators on Ecosystem Health for the Great Lakes. John
Cairns, Paul McCormick and Barbara Niederlehner.
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We are not even heading in a unified direction, David Rapport pointed out. in Canada we are

moving from a macros (holistic) approach to a micro approach. In the United States, led by the EPA, this
trend is being reversed.

1.2.4 The Great Utes/Great Legacy Experience

Tony Hodge

Tony Hodge examined the lessons from years of producing "Great Lakes - Great Legacy."3 Hodge
argued that SOE reporting is not effectively linked to the decision-making process. If environmentalists
want politicians to support their policies, they must learn to speak in a language politicians understand.
The reason that an holistic approach to the environmental policy and assessment has not been

embraced is political: it does not speak to decision-makers; it only converts the converted - i.e.
ecologists. To Hodge, an holistic approach is unrealistic when trying to combine the interests of natural
ecosystems and political agendas.
Although biota, land, water and air are integrated, they all operate within different space and time

frames. Policymakers have not been able to make effective, long-tenn management decisions because
they operate in a very short time span, or within the electoral period.

An holistic approach is also too complex to be politically acceptable. Decision-makers want
compartmentalization of issues. They want issues they can understand quickly and can convey easily to
the public. Broadcast media, which convey politician s views to the public demand this speed and

simplicity.

The natural system s behaviorcannot be changed but human behavior can. Therefore reporting
behavior should focus on human behavior to improve harmonization of economic and environmental

objectives. Both market and non-market variables have to be examined. An economic approach to

environmental management should not be dismissed because the economy will always be in the forefront
of decision-maker's concerns. Hodge summarizes by saying that for change to begin, the existing
decision-making framework and priorities may have to be used as a foundation.
Hodge's arguments and Environment Canada s search for indicators and eventually, indices, which
are understandable by the public, assume that the best way to get responsible environmental legislation is
to make science speak to the public and decision-makers in the simplest way possible. it is taken as
given that politicians will only act on simple, easy ideas which the public will understand and credit them
with. indicators are a good way of providing symbols for otherwise complex systems.
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Some of the participants disagreed with this approach. Symbols like GNP then become ends in

themselves and their original intent are lost in the fog of time. indicators are simply one medium of
commmunication. Perhaps scientists have to become better communicators so they can inform the public
and decision-makers of the issues at hand or perhaps a whole new profession of scientific media experts
needs to be encouraged.
Lynton Caldwell noted that it is wrong to determine scienti c practice on the basis of the interests of
decision-makers. It wasn t in the interests of big land holders to encourage the work of geographer Angus
Hill and his studies of land use, yet this was socially important work.

The environmental issues that politicians are looking at now were brought to the table because of
their interest in the issues but because of public and scientific pressure. Scientists and the public took
"decision-makers where they are now. Maybe we should be saying what we do want them to be like."
(Caldwell).
At the same time, however, there should be some concern about the co option of powerful interest
groups and the political desire to simplify the decision-making model.

Two very different approaches to environmental management were offered above. One deals with
handling the stock and flow of natural resources; the other discusses how to deal with the health of the
ecosystem.

The EPA takes a cooperative, pragmatic approach to implementing environmental policy.

It

successfully encourages industrial polluters to voluntarily reduce emissions. This ensures cost-efficient

pollution abatement. It may be easier for a company to cut emission in plant A than in plant B.
Companies are more likely to cooperate with a quota system because they are given flexibility.

Economists and ecologists each want to approach analysis and reporting problems from their points
of view, or at least see that all of their concerns are treated. Common ground needs to be found. One
possible starting point suggested by Niemann is toxic emissions inventories. Ecologists would look at the
relations between toxic emissions and environmental responses; economists would look at relations
between toxic emissions and the industries that produce those emissions. The latter would also look at
the options for modifying human activities to reduce toxic emissions (for example, reducing demand for
products that involve emissions of toxics in their production).
3 Great Lakes - Great Legacy. The Conservation Foundation, Washington, DC. and The institute for

Research on Public Policy, 1990.
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The IJC should develop a pollution prevention plan for the basin that reflects an understanding of the
relationship between toxic emissions and human activity/economies and the benefits that will likely accrue
to the basin environment from a reduction in those emissions. The pollution prevention plan for the basin
would include the information tools for political leaders to implement the plan (Niemann 1991).
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2.0 ANALYTICAL REPORTS ON HUMAN AC VITlES

2.1 Analytical Report on Human Activities Related to
the State of the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem
Prepared by Ms. David R. Allardlce, Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

21.1 Introthclion

Economic and environmental events stemming from the 19705 have made society much more aware
of the interrelationship between the availability and quality of natural resources and economic prosperity.
The relationship between the human economy and the natural resource base has always existed since to
create and expand economic output and to sustain life man has had to draw upon the natural resource
base.

While there has been an increased public awareness about environmental issues over the past 20
years, a significant portion of the population remains uninformed about the nature of the natural resource

base and its role in our modern economy. Environment and energy concerns seem to wax and wane,
following the very large and well publicized ecologicaldisasters or energy price shocks. Currently, events
in the Middle East have focused public attention on both the long term energy and environmental impacts
arising from the conflict.
With the public attention more closely focused on issues of world economic interdependence, the
availability and cost of energy resources, and the availability and quality of natural resources, this report
attempts to provide a factual basis upon which to further advance the dialogue concerning the relationship
of the ecosystem to human economic activity and, in turn, how economic changes impact upon the
ecosystem.

In particular, this report focuses on a unique and valuable human and natural ecosystem - the Great
Lakes basin. Several features of the basin make it an ideal laboratory for studying the interrelationship
between the human and the natural resource dimension. While fresh water is its dominant natural
resource (representing about 18% of the world s supply), other resources are present and diverse. In
addition the basin has a large binational population. More than one-tenth of the United States and
one-quarter of the Canadian populations reside in the basin. Added to the population and natural
resource base is one of the world's largest concentrations of industrial capacity. An additional dimension
is added by the recognition of agriculture; almost 25% of the Canadian and 7% of the United States
production is generated in the basin.
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While the basin represents a large geographic region (a total land and water area of about 296,000
square miles) it is sensitive to a wide array of pollutants. The sources of pollution come from industrial
discharges, runoff of soils and farm chemicals, waste from municipalities, and leaching from landfill sites.
This large surface area also makes it vulnerable to atmospheric pollutants that arise both within and
outside the basin.
Another aSpect of the basin s ecosystem is that pollutants that enter the system from the various
sources, tend to be retained and become more concentrated over time. This is due largely to the fact that

outflows from the basin are relatively small - about 1% a year. This aspect alters the time relationship
between human impacts and ecological effects. Many of the ecological problems that exist today are the

result of human and economic actions taken decades ago. On the other hand. current economic activities
may be having impacts on the ecosystem that will not be measureable and identifiable for decades to
come.
2.1.2 TheNeedforlnfonna onandAnalysis

Given the economic and natural resource importance of the Great Lakes basin, it is not surprising
that numerous studies, reports, programs, institutions, laws and regulations have been produced to deal
with the complex web of economic and ecosystem issues. The question might be asked as to whether we
know too much or too little about the nature and extent of the problems of the basin.

Some argue (as they did at the fifth biennial meeting of the International Joint Commission in 1989)
that there has been enough scientific research and data collection to support what the environmental
dangers are and that what is required are laws to prohibit various practices. Others will contend that there
needs to be more analysis and data collection, due to the fact that with more information and improved
technology we are inclined to view these problems differently over time. As might be the case with any
argument, both parties are correct to some degree.

in the process of preparing this report we have relied upon data from a diverse set of public
information sources in an attempt to focus on the extent of human activity in the Great Lakes basin.
Reviewing the data sets that are available reveals a wide array of information. Therefore is there a need
for more information? The answer is yes for a number of reasons. First, much of the data compiled is
done on a geographic basis (such as state level data) that is not comparable with basin boundaries.
Some of the data for this study were restructured to make it confirm to the basin boundaries. Other data
have been examined that were prepared for particular studies, but lack a historical time series upon which
to draw from.
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One of the major data problems that exists is the lack of consistent, comparable. and easily
accessible data for the Canadian and United States sides of the Great Lakes. While the two nations
share a common border and have many of the same concerns over public policy issues relating to the
Great Lakes, they maintain separate and distinct data systems. While there are ample explanations for
these differences, it does impede the conduct of research and data analysis. A joint US-Canadian center
for Great Lakes data and information could serve a useful purpose for both policy makers and researchers.

A question is also raised about the types of data that are collected. The underlying economic
structure of the Great Lakes basin is going through a significant transformation. The once dominant
industrial base is being restructured toward more of a service economy. This alteration implies changing

impacts on the natural resource base. As we generate less of one type of pollutant as industry is altered,
we generate more of other types of pollutants arising from human activities, such as municipal waste.
Data collection is slow to respond to these changes. Furthermore, in times of fiscal constraints. as both
Canada and the United States are experiencing, to add and alter the data collection process is both costly
and unlikely.

Thus, the data needed to address the questions of human activity impacts on the

environment are constrained.

In conjunction with the need for available and enhanced data reflecting human actions and the state
of the ecosystem is the need for improved analysis of the impact of human actions on the ecosystem.

This improved analysis has both physical and social science dimensions.
Advances in the physical sciences over the past decade have improved our understanding of the
effects of human activity on the ecosystem. These scientific advances have also enhanced the ability to

deal with the ecological problems that were created due to past actions. it is reasonable to expect that
changes in scientific knowledge will be even more startling during the next decade.
A major challenge remains in terms of the development of theories and models that emphasize the
relationship of the economic process to the natural resource base. This relationship continues to provide

the basis for much debate and disagreement among policy makers and academics.

The role of natural resources has not been central in much of modern economic theory. With natural
resources being abundant and cheap relative to labor and capital, there was little reason to include natural
resources in economic models. The mainstream theory that evolved was founded on the premise that, in
general, resource shortages and reductions in quality cannot be a serious long run problem because
technological change responds to resource-related problems by extending the life and quality of
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resources. During the mid 19703, this line of reasoning led to research that showed that a constant per

capita income could be sustained even with increasing resource scarcity by substituting capital for natural
resources. The key assumption in the analysis was that scarcity induced technological change will always
correct a scarcity induced economic problem.
Environmental, energy and economic shocks of the 19703 revealed the inability of conventional
economic models to deal with these shocks. An outgrowth of this lack of ability to deal with the
environmental-economic problem resulted in the expanded use of what is known as biophysical
economics. This approach focused on the use of thermodynamic and ecological principles with emphasis
on the role of natural resources in the economic process and to focus on the areas of economic theory
that had overlooked basic environmental considerations.

While operating under different concepts, the basic ideal of the biophysical or materials balance
approach to economic analysis is that economic activity cannot violate the laws of conservation of matter
and energy. The economic process by which man transforms raw materials into economic goods neither
creates nor destroys matter - it merely alters its form. From an economic accounting point of view, all
materials that exist in the economic system at the start of the year plus those extracted over the course of

the year will equal those in the system at the end of the year.
The materials balance approach is an identity in that with a given stock of materials in an economy,
the increase in the stock of materials must equal the excess of withdrawals from over discharges to the
environment during the year. Thus the economic system focuses on all the activities that use materials
and contribute to an expansion in the standard of living. As de ned by Mills (The Economics of
Environmental Quality 1978, p.) human economic activity "includes extraction of materials, production and
consumption of goods and services, and the disposal of materials when they are not wanted in the
economic system.

Two points are noted. First the materials balance approach, rather than separating, more clearly
defines the relationship between human activity and the environment. Human activity has important and
controllable effects on the environment. Not all materials returned to the environment need to have
adverse effects; however, many do. Thus, the welfare of individuals is influenced by environmental quality

variables. The difficult empirical task is to define the nature of the utility function and the extent of the
damage.

The second point to consider is that while the overall concept of materials balance is conceptually
straight forward, it 'is most dif cult to have a system of accounts that is accurate enough to define
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the nature of the withdrawals and discharges into the environment. This is even more of a problem in a
system such as the Great Lakes where the imports of materials and discharges of other regions and the
exports of such materials and discharges are even more difficult to document and identify.
2.1.3 Human Activity and the Great Lakes
With the previous sections as background, the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago undertook an effod
to define the nature of human activity within the Great Lakes basin, with the primary focus being on the
United States portion of the basin. The document that has been prepared presents an initial report and
one that is subject to revision. A few further comments need to be made concerning the nature of the
data base.
For the most part, the data presented are from generally available public data sets. Particular efforts
were made to collect and utilize county level data so that it would more closely conform to the boundaries
of the Great Lakes watershed basin. To facilitate the analysis a set of counties was identified that
approximates the boundaries of the Great Lakes basin. In those cases where county level data were not

available, state data were employed.
The report identified the sources of data used in the analysis. These sets were used because they
were publicly available and are prepared on an on-going basis. Special studies were avoided since the
data could not be easily replicated in the future.
The data have been divided into three major sections: Major stressor activities (includes major
manufacturing industries, agriculture, water-based transportation and power generation and consumption),
demographic factors (with the locus on population and municipal infrastructure spending), and
environmental measures.
It should be pointed out that while thedata presented tend to represent the product or output of
human activity, no attempt in this report is made to link these activities with the state of the Great Lakes

ecosystem. While the materials balance approach recognizes that there is a relationship, it is clear that
the data presented has not been prepared for a materials balance analysis. All too frequently the
economic data reports is reflective of resource inputs (e.g. labor inputs) and little is collected or reported
that allows for an analysis of the complete process. That is, no complete data set is available that
provides information on material inputs and residual products discharged in to the environment. it is also
difficult to define the nature of factor substitution

thatoccurs in the region as relative prices of resources

change and one input is substituted for another.
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There is definitely a data problem in addressing the issue of the effect of the human activities on the
ecosystem. This report is best viewed as a first step toward defining part of the issue.

Hndngs of the Study
The waters of the Great Lakes - Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie and Ontario - have played an
important role in the economic development of the United States and Canada. These vast inland
freshwater seas and their connecting rivers and drainage basins have provided water for consumption,
transportation, power, recreation and a host of other uses.
On the US. side, the basin includes parts of the states of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana.
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New York and all of the state of Michigan. in those sections of the report that

rely on county level data to approximate basin boundaries the number of counties by state are as follows:
-

Four counties in Minnesota, all of which are part of the Lake Superior drainage basin;

-

Twenty-nine counties in Wisconsin. which are part of the Lake Superior and Michigan drainage

-

basins;
Two counties in lllinois, which are in the Lake Michigan drainage basin;

-

Ten counties in Indiana, all part of the Lake Michigan drainage basin;
Eighty-three counties in Michigan, which are part of the drainage basins for Lakes Huron, Superior,
Michigan and Erie;

-

Twenty-eight counties in Ohio which are part of the Lake Erie drainage basin;

'
-

One county in Pennsylvania which is in the Lake Erie drainage basin;
Twenty-three New York counties which are part of the Lake Ontario and Lake Erie drainage basins.

Major Mamfacturing Indrstries
Much of the Great Lakes basin encompasses a region of the United States that has been known as
the Industrial Heartland of the United States. The process of industrialization and human activities added
greatly to the wealth of the nation. Obviously, this was not without cost to the ecosystem. Use of
inorganic and organic chemicals and metals in various industrial processes found their way into the
ecosystem.

In response to economic forces the economy of the region is undergoing significant changes. Some
industries are less significant than they once were in that they have either relocated outside the Great
Lakes basin or have declined in their overall importance in the economy.
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While undergoing significant changes, much of America s steel, paper and chemicals industry is still
located within the Great Lakes basin. This conclusion is based on an analysis of employment and
establishment data for these industries within the basins.
Steel - During the period from 1974-1987 the number of steel establishments in the Great Lakes
basin has declined by only 10, from 540 to 530 establishments. This represents a model decline from 22
to 21% of all the steel (SIG 331 and 332) establishments in the nation. The data show that the peak
number of establishments occurred around 1978 at 556 establishments.
These establishments are concentrated in the Lake Erie and Michigan drainage basins. As of 1987,
488 of the 530 Great Lakes basin establishments were in the Erie and Michigan sub-basins.
While the number of establishments has declined modestly, employment in the steel industry has

contracted significantly. During the period of analysis the industry within the basin contracted from
260,000 to about 116,000 employees, a decline of some 55%. Of the approximately 144,000 jobs lost,
135,000 were lost within the Lake Erie and Lake Michigan basins. It should be pointed out that this
contraction in steel industry employment has occurred across the nation. The Great Lakes basin has

maintained its 31% share of steel industry employment over the period from 1974 through 1987.
Paper - The paper industry has seen a major decline in the numbers of establishments (SIC 26)
within the Great Lakes basin, from 982 establishments to 834. This 15% decline in paper establishments

translates into a decline from 16% of the nation s establishments to 13%. Thus the industry appears to be
locating to other parts of the nation.
Almost two-thirds of the paper establishments in the Great Lakes basin are located in the Lake
Michigan drainage basin. The data reveal that the most significant loss in establishments from within the
basin has been in the Lake Erie sub-basin where a total of 112 establishments have beenlost from
1974-1987.

Employment in the Great Lakes basin paper industry has declined by some 11% over the period. As
a result, the basin's paper industry employment has fallen from 17 to 16% of the national total.

As with the establishments, two-thirds of the paper industry employment is found in the Lake
Michigan basin. This basin now accounts for about 67,000 jobs. During this period, only the Huron basin
has witnessed even a minor increase in the number of establishments and employment.
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Chemicals - The chemical industry in the Great Lakes basin currently accounts for about 12% of the
total establishments in the nation. With 1,490 establishments, this is down from 1,575 in 1974, a decline
of some 5% over the period. At the start of the period the basin accounted for some 14% of the national
total.

The chemical establishments are concentrated within the Lake Michigan and Erie basins. Only 117
establishments are to be found in the other 3 basins.
Much like other industries, the chemical industry in the Great Lakes basin has seen a significant
decline in employment. Some 21,000 jobs were lost within the basin over the period from 1974 to 1987, a
decline of some 17%. This translates into a loss of 1% in national share of chemical industry employment
to 13%. As with establishments, the dominant part of the employment is to be found in the Lake Michigan

and Erie drainage basins.
Combined these three industries have seen their employment in the Great Lakes basin fall some

277,000 jobs from 19744987. The translation in terms of human economic stress beyond these
industries is expected to be significant in that these industries tend to be ones in which average hourly
earnings have been about the overall average. Thus, these losses have spill over effects to other sectors
of the basin s economy.
21.5 Agriculer

Agriculture has long been an important part of the economies of the states bordering on the Great
Lakes. This includes not only the land area in the drainage basins but also the rest of the land in the
states. The large industrial cities on the Great Lakes have provided ready markets for agricultural
products and the major ports have provided a relatively low cost means of transportation of the products to
other markets.

Within the Great Lakes basin, farmland represents about one-third of the total land area. in the Lake
Erie drainage basin the percentage is much higher. particularly in Canada, where three-fourths of the land
area is in farms. In the US. portion of the Lake Erie drainage basin, about 54% of the land is farmland.
At the other extreme, is the Lake Superior drainage basin where very little of the land is in farms. Here
much of the land is forests.

The amount of major farm commodities produced by Great Lakes States illustrates the importance of
agriculture in these states and to the nation. Just over one-fifth of the nation's cash receipts from farm
marketings comes from these states. Major commodities are com, soybeans, milk and hogs. About half
of the corn, soybeans and milk and two-fifths of the frogs produced in this country come from these eight
states.
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21.6 Waterbome Comrmroe

The Great Lakes serve as a major transportation artery for the states and the industries, including

agriculture, along their shorelines. Over two-thirds of the tonnage on the Great Lakes is domestic,
primarily lakewise, is. from one US. port on the Great Lakes to another. The balance is mostly exports to
and imports from Canada which represent 26% of the total tonnage. A small percentage (5%) is exports
to and imports from overseas through the St. Lawrence Seaway.

The amount of total tonnage shipped on the Great Lakes generally fluctuated with the business cycle

up through the end of the 19703 and the back-to-back recessions in the early 1980s. After the sharp

decline during those recessions, total tonnage has been increasing slowly but it has not recovered to
earlier levels.
The decline in total tonnage since 1969 has been primarily in domestic shipments which were 31%
lower in 1988. Canadian shipments, on the other hand, after rising strongly during the 19703, were only
about 4% below the 1969 level in 1988. The strongest gains in Canadian shipments since 1974 have
been in exports to Canada which in 1988 were 25% above the 1969 level. Import shipments from Canada
to the US, however, during this period were down 41%. As a result, Canadian trade expanded slightly
from 20% of total tonnage in 1969 to 26% in 1988 while the domestic share of tonnage decreased from 76
to 69%.

Overseas shipments. although the same percentage of total tonnage shipped on the Great Lakes in
1988 as in 1969, have fluctuated substantially during this period. Much of this represents changes in the
amount of farm products shipped overseas. As the amount of farm products exported changed, the
amount of imports also uctuated as outgoing ships returned carrying incoming cargo.

Over 90% of domestic tonnage on the Great Lakes during 1988 was iron ore, limestone, and coal,
with iron ore half of total domestic tonnage. Most of the iron ore is shipped from ports near the mines on
Lake Superior via the Great Lakes to the iron and steel plants in Indiana, Michigan and Ohio. At the same
time, limestone and coal are brought from other areas near the Great Lakes, either by water or rail. The
balance of the domestic tonnage is primarily petroleum and coal products, stone and concrete and farm
products.

Foreign commodity shipments on the Great Lakes are also primarily coal, iron ore, and limestone
which are about 70% of the total. Much of this represents trade with Canada. The largest of these is coal
(36%) which is largely shipped from ports in Ohio to Canada. Farm products (11.5% of foreign commodity
shipments) are much more important for overseas shipments. Much of it is shipped from Duluth-Superior
on Lake Superior which is an outlet for the agricultural products of the Great Plains.
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The balance of the tonnage is a miscellaneous group of commodities including primary metal and
petroleum and coal products, chemicals, stone and concrete, waste and scrap, pulp and paper,

transportation equipment, machinery and food and kindred products.
21.7 Power

Electric utilities generate power using energy inputs. In the Great Lakes states, the major source of
energy used at electric utilities is coal which provides 63% of the energy input. This compares with 52%
of the energy input at electric utilities in the balance of the United States. The use of nuclear energy for
electricity generation has been steadily growing in importance and is now the second major source in both

the overall Great Lakes states and the balance of the nation. In 1988, nuclear energy furnished 24% of
the energy input in Great Lakes at electric utilities and 18% in the rest of the US. Natural gas and
hydropower are much more important as a source of energy input at electric utilities inthe rest of the US.
than in the Great Lakes states.
Sources of energy for electricity generation vary widely among the states in the Great Lakes. Almost
all of the electricity generated in lndiana and Ohio .is based on coal. In Michigan, Minnesota,
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin about three-fourths of the electricity depends on coal with the balance
primarily nuclear energy. In Illinois 56% of the electricity is generated from nuclear energy and 43% from
coal. New York depends on several energy inputs for electricity, with 29% petroleum, 26% hydropower,
18% nuclear energy, 16% coal and 11% natural gas.
The industrial sector consumes the most energy and has experienced the greatest fluctuation in
energy use. In 1988, the major sources of the energy for industry in the Great Lakes states were
petroleum (29%), natural gas (27%) and coal (26%). The balance was provided by electricity (17%). in
the rest of the United States, petroleum and natural gas are much more important as a source of energy to
industry, providing in the aggregate almost four-fifths of the total energy consumed. The balance is from
electricity (13%) and coal (6%).
While the amount of coal used by industry as a source of energy remained relatively constant from
1960 to 1988 in the rest of the U.S., coal as a source of energy for industry in the Great Lakes states
declined substantially during this period. Nevertheless. industries in the Great Lakes states still
represented approximately half of the coal consumed by industry in the US. in 1988. During this period
as coal decreased in importance at industries in the Great Lakes states, the use of electn'city and natural
gas increased.
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2.1.8 Demogrch Factors
In 1986 the population of the Great Lakes basin was approximately 27.2 million persons. The most
populated sub basin was that of Lake Michigan with 12.2 million persons or about 45% of the Great Lakes

basin total population. The next most populated sub-basin is that of Lake Erie, with 11.0 million persons
or about 40% of the basin total.
The basin s population in 1986 represented about 11.2% of the total population of the United States.

This compares with the 1960 Census that showed the Great Lakes basin with 20.5 million persons or
13.5% of the US. population. The basin s population peaked at 13.6% of the US. population in 1960 and
has declined ever since.

While county level data are not available for the 1990 Census, as yet, state level data provides a
preliminary indication that the basin s population continued its decline in 1990. Provisional Census data

indicate that the population of the Great Lakes basin states increased by only 0.3% from 1980-1990. This
compares with an overall population growth in the US. of about 8.5%. All of the major industrial states
(Illinois, Michigan, Ohio and Pennsylvania) except for New York lost population over the decade. The
smaller states (lndiana, Minnesota and Wisconsin) had population gains.
The most densely populated sub-basin is that of Lake Erie with a population per square mile in 1986

of 448 persons. Erie s population density had grown relatively steadily between the 1920 and 1970
Census. Since 1970 the population density has declined.
in contrast with the slower growth in population density of Erie, the Lake Michigan sub-basin has
continued a relatively steady growth in population density since 1920. Currently, the population density of
Lake Michigan is 264 persons per square mile. The remaining three lake sub-basins have a population
density of less than 150 persons per square mile as of 1986.
2.1.9 SiateandLocalExpendhme

Expenditures by state and local governments give some indication of the extent to which state and
local governments attempt to manage human incursions into the environment. Such data in isolation may

give an incorrect impression as to the extent of the alteration of the ecosystem by human activity. For
example. low funding may indicate a lack of financial resources to deal with the problem or it may reflect
the lack of a problem.
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As of November 1990, the eight states of the basin had a total of 397 sites listed on the National
Priority List. The largest concentration of sites was in New York (95)' 10||0wed by Michigan (78) and
Minnesota (42).

National priority sites in the Great Lakes basin tend to have a heavy concentration of landfill sites.
Forty nine of the sites in Wisconsin are landfill sites, which compares to the national average of 15%
landfill sites. In fact, none of the eight Great Lakes states have less than 15% of their sites in landfill. As
expected, large industrial states like lllinois, Michigan, New York and Pennsylvania have a concentration
of manufacturing sites greater than the national average of industrial sites (18%). Heavy concentration of
industrial waste sites are found in Indiana, Minnesota, Ohio and Pennsylvania. Chemical sites are found

to be most heavy in Minnesota. New York and Pennsylvania.
2.1.11 Conchsion

The data presented in this report indicates that the Great Lakes basin remains a complex and
diverse economic region within the United States. The economic base of the region remains heavily
dependent upon and tied to manufacturing activity. However, the last decade has produced a significant
amount of economic change to the basic structure of the region s economy. These changes are producing
different impacts on the region s ecosystem.
While this report has only scratched the surface of the economic data pertaining to the Great Lakes
basin it does provide the basis upon which to better understand the complex and diverse nature of the
region's economy.

Much remains to be accomplished. As set forth in the earlier portions of the report there is the need
for better modelling of the interaction between the human economic activity and that of the region s
ecosystem. Data upon which to do such modelling is from the United States perspective at best limited in
scope and detail. There is little basis upon which to expect the publicly provided data sets will improve
significantly in the near term. if for no other reason, budget tightness at both the federal and state level
will not allow for extra financial resources to fund expanded or modi ed data collection. The ability to
obtain the necessary data will have to be increasingly developed by private sector sources.
The study also revealed the difficulties associated with merging United States and Canadian data for
dealing with the issue of the impact of human activities on the environment. Therefore, it is suggested
that with respect to both data collection and modelling that efforts focus on a binational approach to more
effectively address the issues.
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2.2 Analysis of Population and Agriculture Census Data
Prepared by Robert Hoffman, Hoffman Assnciafes, Ottawa, Ontario

This section of the report provides a descriptive analysis of the data compiled for the purpose of this
project and presents selected data in graphical format. It is to be noted that much of the data that would
be essential for environmental reporting has never been collected, nor is it likely that such data could be
directly measured. Perhaps the only way that these data can be obtained is through the use of process
models. For example the agriculture census data is sufficient to calibrate a model that for example might
represent the relationships between crops, cultivation practice, fertilizer use by type of nutrient, erosion

and nutrient content of run-off. See also points (V) and Vi) of Section 7, Concluding Remarks.
Consequently, the interpretive analysis is impressionistic and incomplete with respect to the impact of the
trends observed in these data on water quality in the basin. At best, potential problems may be identified.

Appendix 2 of the Report contains a list of the variables from the Statistics Canada EIS data base
that were loaded in to the data base created by Robbert Associates during the course of this project.
Each of the 335 variables is disaggregated by the 104 sub-sub basins that constitute the Great Lakes
basin.

For the purposes of the analysis that follows the Great Lakes basin is considered to be the following
drainage areas.
TABLE 2.1 Great Lakes basin drainage areas
SUB BASIN

Lake Superior Shore

Lake Huron Shore
Lake Erie and Lake St. Clair Shore
Lake Ontario Shore
The Ottawa River Basin

AREA (000 km?)

83.1

90.6
22.9
28.7
146.0

The Upper St. Lawrence Basin

122.9

Total Area

493.0

2.2.1 Population

Population and population densities are important overall indicators of pressure on water quality.
Other things being equal, increased population means more urban run-off and higher levels of discharge
from municipal sewage treatment systems that are not fully effective in removing contaminants.
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The total population of the basin grew from 15 million in 1971 to over 17 million in 1986 (Chart 1).

This represents approximately 70% of the population of Canada. Chart 2 shows population by each of the

six sub-basins. Population is concentrated in the Lake Ontario and Upper St. Lawrence basins,
approximately two thirds of the population of the basin are in these two areas. Furthermore these areas
are growing in population relative to the other four areas. Chart 3 presents population data for selected
sub-sub-basins. These sub-sub-basins are identified in terms hydrometric codes in Table 2.2. The two
sub-sub-basins containing Toronto and Montreal account for almost one third of the population of the
basin. Three of the sub-sub basins report no population at all.
TABLE 2.2 De nitions of selected sub-sub basins

SUB-SUB BASIN NAME
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Kitchener Waterloo

CODE
2GA

London-Strattord

ZGD

Niagara

2HA

Windsor

Hamilton
Toronto
Ottawa

Montreal
Quebec

2GH
2H6
2HC
2LA

20A
2PD

SUB-BASIN
Lake Erie

Lake Erie

Lake Erie

Lake Ontario

Lake Ontario
Lake Ontario
Ottawa River

Upper St. Lawrence
Upper St. Lawrence

Population Densities

Population density measured in persons per hectare increased from 0.3 to 0.35 from 1971 to 1986
for the basin as a whole (Chart 4). However, population densities vary from basin to basin; the most
densely populated basin is Lake Ontario at 1.7 persons per hectare in 1986; the least is Lake Superior at
0.05 in 1986 (Chart 5). Chart 6 presents population data for selected sub-sub-basins. The two
sub-sub-basins containing Toronto and Montreal are the most densely populated at roughly 10 and 6
persons per hectare respectively. Population density for the Toronto sub-sub-basin is growing most

rapidly. Given expected population growth in the Greater Toronto Area, this population density could
double again in the next twenty five years.
Rural-Urban Popula ons

Overall the urban population grew more quickly in the period 1971 to 1986 than rural population
total area
(Chart 7). The rural share of the population is shown by sub-basin in Chart 8. Given that the

are
operated as farms is declined in all sub-basins. data indicate that the non agriculture rural populations
increasing.
D 64988 (First Draft September ii, 199])
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2.2.2 Agriculture
Farm Land

Total farm area operated in the basin fell from about 10.5 million hectares in 1971 to about 8 million

in 1985, a decline of almost 25% (Chart 10). In 1971 farm land represented about 22% of the area of land
in the basin; by 1986 it was about 17%. These percentages are deceptive; agriculture is concentrated in
particular regions in various sub-basins. Charts 11 and 14, which show farm land operated by sub-basin
and the farm land share of each sub-basin, indicate that the Lake Erie sub-basin is 80% farm land
whereas the Lake Superior basin has very little farm land. In order to facilitate the analysis of agriculture
in the basin, eight agriculture regions were de ned; each agriculture region is a combination of
sub-sub-basins where agriculture is practiced extensively. These regions are defined on Table 2.3; they

account for about 16% of the total land in the basin (82,000 km2 of the 439,000 km2 in the basin); Charts
12 and 15 show respectively the farm area operated in each of the eight regions and the farm land share
of the total area. These shares are all greater than 50% with the exception of the Western Lake Ontario
region which of course is heavily urbanized.

It would appear that two factors account for the decline in agriculture land. A certain amount of land
is being lost to urban development, but more importantly agricultural land is being abandoned. For
example the decline of 700,000 hectares of land in the St. Lawrence South Shore region is probably
attributable to land abandonment. On the other hand, the 300,000 hectares lost in the Western Lake
Ontario region is undoubtedly attributable to urban develOpment.

Agriwlure Land Use
The data indicate that agriculture land is being used more intensively ior cropping. Chart 16 shows
that the crop land share of agriculture is increasing in all of the agriculture regions with most of the
increase occurring in the period 1971 to 1976. Chart 17 shows the decline in the share of agriculture land
classified as improved pasture. This, combined with the facts that the number of cattle per hectare of
improved pasture doubled or tripled between 1971 and 1986 (Chart 23) and that the population of pigs
just about doubled (Chart 19), indicates potential problems of manure management. When animals are
concentrated in large numbers, manure is disposed by applying it to the land. Manure, which is rich in
both nitrogen (N) and phosphate (P205), is often applied for the purpose of disposal at rates much greater
than can be used by plants. These excess nutrients cause environmental damage when phosphorous
runs off in surface water or when nitrites contaminate ground water.
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TABLE 2.3 Definitions of agriculture regions

1.

2FA, 2FB, 2FC, 2FD, 2FE, 2FF

Huron

Area = 1.48 million hectares

This region includes all the area that drains into Lake Huron between Collingwood on
Georgian Bay and Sarnia at the southern end of Lake Huron
2.

Essex-Lambton

20E, 2GP, 2G0, 2GH

Area = 0.914 million hectares

This region includes all the area that drains into western Lake Erie and Lake St. Clair
from Sarnia on the northwest to London on the east to Port Stanley on Lake Erie

3.

South-Eastern Lake Erie

208. 200

Area = 0.605 million hectares

This region includes all the area that drains into eastern Lake Erie from an area
bounded by Port Stanley on the southwest. London on the northwest, Cambridge on
the northeast and Beamsville on the southeast
4.

Northeast Lake Erie

20A, 200

Area = 0.775 million hectares
Erie from an inland area
Lake
eastern
into
This region includes all the area that drains
consisting of the upper Grand River drainage area and the upper Thames River

drainage area

5.

2HA

Niagara

Area - .254 million hectares

This region includes all the area that drains into western Lake Ontario from an area
bounded by Stoney Creek on Lake Ontario and Beamsville on Lake Erie
6.

Western Lake Ontario

2HB, 2HC
Area - 0.481 million hectares

This region includes all the area that drains into western Lake Ontario from the north
bounded by Stoney Creek, Orangeville and Oshawa
7.

Eastern Ontario

This r

2LA, 2LB

Area :- 1.02 million hectares

ion includes all the area that drains into the Ottawa River in the Rideau and

Nation iver drainage basins

8.

20A, 20D, 20E, 20F, 2OG, 20H, 20J
Area =- 2.59 million hectares
This region includes all the area on the south shore of the St. Lawrence in Quebec that
drains into the St. Lawrence River between Beauharnois west of Montreal to Trois
St. Lawrence River South Shore

Riviere, bounded on the south by the US. border

D 64988 (First Draft September 1 l, 1991)

Crops and Culivation

The most important crop grown in the Great Lakes basin is com. 01 the 4.6 million hectares of crop
land in 1971, 800,000 hectares was seeded in corn; by 1981, 1.4 million hectares was seeded in corn.
The growing of corn is significant from an environmental perspective for several reasons: (1) Corn is a

crop that requires large applications of fertilizer; because corn does not fix nitrogen from the air,
applications of nitrogen fertilizer are typically 100 or more kg/ha per year; phosphate is usually applied at
40 to 50 kg/ha. (2) Corn is cultivated in wide rows thereby exposing soil to erosion and requiring
applications for chemicals for weed control. Some of the potentially harmful impacts of growing corn can

be mitigated by interseeding cover crops such as red clover, by practicing no till or conservation tillage
cultivation, and by using crop rotations such as three year rotations of corn, soybean and winter wheat as
principal crops. it is not known to what extent these mitigating strategies are actually employed. It is not
unusual for nitrogen to be applied at rates greater than can be used by the plants. This problem arises
because of the volatility of nitrogen with respect to weather events and the lack of a nitrogen test. Corn is
grown widely throughout the basin, but is concentrated in the Essex-Lambton and Southern Lake Erie
regions where 50% of the crop land is sown in corn.

Soybean is an increasingly important crop, particularly in the Essex-Lambton region where the area
seeded in soybean has increased from 140,000 hectares in 1971 to 240,000 in 1986 (Chart 27). Like
corn, soybean is a wide row crop and gives rise to the same problems; however, it is to be noted that
soybean requires no nitrogen fertilizer.

Chart 28 shows the area of crop land under wide row cultivation in each of the eight agriculture
regions. it shows an increase from 1971 to 1981 levelling off to 1986.
Amendnents

Charts 29 to 34 show amendments in terms of area sprayed with insecticide and herbicide and area
fertilized. in all cases, areas amended are increasing from 1971 to 1981 with some levelling off from 1981
to 1986. Note that data was not available for 1976; consequently the 1976 value was imputed by linear
interpolation between 1971 and 1981. There is no data on what chemical compounds were being sprayed

or on the nutrient content of the fertilizers. A reasonable estimate of fertilizers applied to corn can be
made by applying recommended rates for nitrogen and phosphate to acreage seeded. These estimates
are reported for each region in Charts 33 and 34.

D 64988 (First Draft September I l, 1991)
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CHART l: GL8 Total Population)

CHART 2: GLB Population by Sub-basin

CHART 3: Population for Selected Sub-sub basins

CHART 4: Total Population Density
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CHART 10: Total Farm Area Opetated

CHART 9: Rural Show for Selected Sub sub boslns
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CHART l7: Improved Poslure land Shore of
Farm Land by Ag culturol Reglon

CHART l8: Uveslock by Agricullmol Reglon
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CHART 21: Total Livestock In Agrlculturol Reglons

CHART 23: Come Pet Unit of Improved Posture Land
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Manipulated inputs
(actions)

___.____.
Other inputs

ACTOR
with systems
model or
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framework

Observations
(indicators)

HUMAN ACTIVITIES

;
Outcomes

CONTEXT OR ENVIRONMENT

FIGURE 2.2 A MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

FIGURE 2.3 A PHYSICAL TRANSFORMATION PROCESS
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TABLE 2.4 IJC Database Framework Processes

1. POINT
SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

2. NON-POINT
SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

- Industrial Plants
Individual plants in mining, pulp
making, steel making, power generation
and petrochemicals

Municipalities

Individual municipalities

3. WATER-BASED
ACTIVITIES

° Agriculture

0 Commercial Fisheries

- Forestry

- Sport Fishing

- Other Land Use

- Shipping

- Shoreline Structuring

- Recreational Boating

TABLE 2.5 IJC Database Framework - Spatial Resolution

GREAT LAKES BASIN
6 Sub-basins
15 Watersheds

104 Sub-sub basins

D 64985 (First Draft September 1 I, 1991)

I.

LAKE SUPERIOR

2.

LAKE HURON

3.

LAKE ERIE and

2 Watersheds

11 Sub-sub basins
4 Watersheds
21 Sub-sub basins
1

Watersheds

LAKE ST. CLAIR

8 Sub-sub basins

LAKE ONTARIO

2 Watersheds
15 Sub-sub basins

5. OTTAWA RIVER

3 Watersheds
22 Sub-sub basins

6.

3 Watersheds
26 Sub-sub basins

4.

UPPER ST. LAWRENCE
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3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTTNG:
CURRENT PROGRAMS AND PRACTTCE
3.1 United States: Environmental Statistics

Presented by Brand Neimann, U. 3. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C.

EXHIBIT 1. The New Environmental Statistics initiative in the United States
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CONCEPT
Multiple infobases can be searched
simultaneously and are simple to
use and inexpensive to distribute in
run-time formats. Our metafile intobases
are interim products before the state of
the environment report and will become
appendices to the report
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EXHIBIT 2. From EPA's Pollution Prevention Strategy
The Great Lakes Ecosystem
Two decades ago. a study by the International Joint Commission (lJC) identified nutrients and toxics
problems in the five Great Lakes and found that Lake Ontario and Lake Erie, in particular. were
afflicted by eutrophication problems.
Since then. the United States and Canada have undertaken cooperative efforts which have
successfully reduced nutrient loadings, particularly phosphorus, and helped to reverse
eutro hication in the most severely affected areas. Since 1972, the US. Government has spent
over 7.6 billion on pollution problems in the Great Lakes, mostly for over 1,000 municipal
sewage treatment plants.

With point source contributions of phosphoms increasingly under control. the importance of
controlling toxic contamination is becoming more evident. Although some progress has been
made, concentrations of persistent toxic substances such as mercury, PCBs and lead remain
unacceptably high in some parts of the Great Lakes. both in water and sediments.
The MC has found atmospheric deposition to be a major pathway to contamination and has

observed airborne sources for 10 of 11 "critical" toxic pollutants. Studies have registered
deformities in sh and wildlife exposed to contaminated sediments and other sources of toxic
chemicals in the Great Lakes. While the decline in conventional pollutants has encouraged
an increase in fish populations in some areas, all Great Lakes states advise residents to limit,
or in some cases eliminate, their consumption of popular sportfishing spades, such as perch,
walleye, brown trout and chinook salmon, due to their contamination by toxics.
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EXHIBIT 3. Air Toxics Releases in the Great Lakes Region (selected TRI data):
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h.

The Big Hitters
According to TRI. four of the 176 counties in the Great Lakes watershed released 45% of the
following 16 chemicals to the air in 1988. These figures include both fugitive emissions
and stack releases. Total releases from all counties equals 48,160,443 lbs. Total releases
from the four counties below equals 2,407,977 lbs.
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EXHIBIT 4. From Briefing "Pollutant Loadings to the Great Lakes
TRI Transfers to POTWs in the Great Lakes Watershed for Selected Chemicals
1987-1988
WV! GLYCOI.

EXHIBIT 5. Pollution Prevention Targeting
POLLUTION PREVENTION TARGETING

- As part of EPA s Pollution Prevention Strategy, the Industrial Toxics Project targets 17 toxic
substances:
- 33% reduction of TRI releases of target contaminants by 1992
- 50% reduction by 1995
- Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 requires companies to report annually on toxic chemical source
reduction and recycling
- Increasingly, TRI releases of targeted substances as well as other contaminants identi ed as
priorities will be the focus of monitoring and measurement efforts on both national and regional
levels.
- A bilateral Great Lakes Pollution Prevention Strategy is under development and is expected
to be announced shortly.
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3.2 Canada: State of Environmental Reporting
Progress on Environmental Indicators an Environmental Accounting
Prepared by Paul Rump, Environment Canada, Hull, Quebec and
Kirk Hamilton, Statistics Canada, Ottawa, Ontario

(from Canadian Water Watch, Volume 4, No.5)

We can no longer rely on conventional measures of income and wealth to indicate national
well-being. Economic development has entailed costs in environmental and resource degradation that
have begun to have an impact on the economy and threaten to limit the development choices available for
the future. Accounting systems need to be improved so as to include these costs.

The need for improved accounting systems is highlighted in Canada s Green Plan. "As the importance
ol the relationship between the environment and the economy is recognized, there is a growing need for these accounts to be
adjusted to show environmental impact and changes in natural resource ows.

Also in the Green Plan is recognition of the "need to develop a simple set of indicators so that the
state of complex environmental systems can be presented concisely and understandably." interest in

environmental indicators stems from growing public concern about the state of the environment and from
the need for governments to evaluate the effect of their environmental policies.
3.2.1 A Report on Canada s Progress Towards a National Set at Erwironrnental lndcatnrs
Environment Canada has initiated a long-term project to develop a
indicators. The Department's first report, released in April 1991, contains
based on existing data and monitoring. In total, 43 indicators in 18
Environment Canada hopes to use these as "the basis for further, more

national set of environmental
a preliminary set of indicators
issue areas were presented.
widely based consultations to

improve, augment and re ne this initial set." The report is divided into five sections: atmosphere; water;

biota; land and national economic resources. In this summary, our examination is limited to those
indicators used to measure water quality and use.
The report concluded, "it was not possible at this time to provide concise, yet comprehensive,
national trends for water quality" due to variations in natural water quality and the fact that water quality

monitoring is not designed to support environment reporting. However, twelve indicators of fresh-water
and marine environmental quality were presented, showing a mixture of good and bad news.
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3.2.2 Freshwater Quality

Since 1983, The percentage of the population served by sewage treatment plants has increased, as
have secondary and tertiary treatment levels. But, despite these improvements, the discharge of
organic wastes measured by Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) and phosphorus has risen.
While pulp and paper production has grown, discharges of Total Suspended Solids (T38) and BOD
from pulp and paper mills has declined. Discharges of chlorinated organic compounds (such as
dioxins and furans) from these mills are not monitored on a regular basis, thus trend data are
unavailable. However, an Environment Canada report released in April found dioxins and turans in

various concentrations in the vicinity of 95% of the Canadian mills that use chlorine bleaching (see
CWW Vol.4, # 4, page 29).
There has been a steady downward trend in discharge levels of regulated substances from
petroleum refineries since 1972. In 1987, the most recent year for which data are available, monthly
discharge levels were in compliance 94% of the time.
Recently, the phosphorous levels in the Lake Ontario mid-region have been below the objective set
to restore the lake to a non-eutrophic state. But, many other heavily used lakes and rivers have
phosphorous levels in excess of their objectives.

With the exception of dieldrin, organochlorine residues in herring gull eggs showed a marked
decrease from 1974 to the early 1980s, but since then the levels have remained essentially constant.

Residue levels of PCBs and DDT in lake trout declined between 1977 and 1985, but levels of PCBs
in Lake Ontario lake trout still exceed the objective set by the Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement. Since 1985, levels of DDT in Lake Ontario lake trout have remained essentially constant
near the Great Lakes Water Qua ty Agreement objective.
Changes in migratory game bird populations are related to water quality and availability. The report
shows a severe decline in game bird populations since 1955, primarily caused by drainage of
waterfowl breeding habitat for agricultural purposes.
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3.23 Marine Environmental Qua y
Municipal discharges into coastal waters measured in terms of BOD and T83 loadings increased on
the Pacific Coast between 1983 and 1989, but remained relatively constant on the Atlantic coast.

Though there have been larger volumes of marine spills in recent years (mostly petroleum), it is
difficult to identify a trend as there have been wide fluctuations from 1976 to the present.
The area closed to shellfish harvesting on the Pacific and Atlantic coasts have increased steadily
since 1972.

Levels of PCBs in eggs of seabirds have generally declined since the early 19703
Levels of dioxins and furans in seabird eggs have declined, but current levels in the eggs of great
blue herons in the Strait of Georgia are suspected of causing reproductive problems.
3.2.4 Water Withdrawals

Water withdrawal in Canada increased by approximately 75% between 1972 and 1986 compared
with a 60% growth in GDP for the same period. In 1986, this withdrawal constituted about 2% of the
reliable water supply, but in some regions, such as the southern Prairies, water withdrawal requirements
may exceed 50% of the available supply.
Through activities such as mining and thermal power generation about 90% of the withdrawn water
is returned to source, although not necessarily uncontaminated. Agriculture consumes 77% of the
water withdrawn and not returned to source. The recirculation of water, although encouraged in
some industries, declined by 30% for the three industrial sectors of mining, thermal power and
manufacturing.
Water withdrawal per capita for household use increased by 8% from 1983 to 1989, but comparison

with other industrialized countries told a more complete story. Canadian municipal water use is
double the European rate and water prices are the lowest compared to five other industrialized
countries, including the United States.
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3.2.5 Forestry

In April, the first annual State of Forestry in Canada report was tabled in Parliament by Forestry
Canada. Rather than focusing on the state of the forest environment, the report is oriented toward
commercial timber values. This re ects the type of data that is currently available. A chapter on "Forestry
and the Environment" discusses the role of the forest in terms of non-timber values including biological
diversity, wildlife habitat, aesthetics, wilderness and the forests role with respect to carbon balance, acid
rain and climate change. According to Forestry Canada, environmental values and indicators of
environmental qualities are being developed and will be given more prominence in future reports.
The report shows that from 1974 to 1988, the number of hectares treated with chemical pesticides
declined, but the area treated with chemical herbicides increased; the area treated with biological
insecticides increased, but is still half that treated with chemical pesticides. Since 1978, the area of
productive forest land harvested in Canada has risen by 25%, while the area planted almost tripled. The
amount of forest successfully regenerated (as a percentage of area harvested) increased from 64% in
1978 to 80% in 1988.
The overall status of Canada s timber resource was presented in a "national forest account." This

indicates the forest capital (the productive forest land base plus the timber growing on it) in 1976, the
accruals and the withdrawals of capital from 1977 to 1986, and the net balance for the period. From
1976-86, the productive forest land base declined at an annual rate of 474,000 hectares (half the area
harvested in 1988). However, additions to the timber volume surpassed depletions on an average of 69
million cubic metres annually, adding .3°/o to the standing growing stock of timber over the ten-year
period. This was due to increased forest growth partly resulting from artificial regeneration.
3.26 Natural Resources

Statistics Canada is researching two initiatives outlined in the Green Plan; the development of "pilot
accounts for two natural resources" and a "draft environmental accounting framework." Research is
underway to quantify resource values for the oil and gas, and the forestry sectors with the objective of
constructing preliminary national accounts for these sectors over the next year. Also being researched are
designs for an overall accounting framework for natural resources. Data bases of environmental
information from other federal departments are being gathered by Statistics Canada for eventual
consolidation into an on-line data base of environmental information.
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3.27 How Do We Compare?

Early this year, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) released a
preliminary set of 18 environmental indicators, comparing environmental performance among its 24
Member countries. Some of these are illustrated in the table below.
Canada has played a leading role in international efforts to develop better environmental

indicators. The OECDs work toward a preliminary set of environmental indicators came largely as a result
of Prime Minister Mulroney s initiative at the G7 Paris Summit in 1989. According to the findings
presented, we are also one of the countries that has the most to learn from these indicators.

3.28 Other Devebpmenis

-

The National State of the Environmental Report, due this fall, will also make extensive use of
environmental information and indicators.

~

The National Roundtable on Environment and Economy has established a multi-stakeholder
working group to develop a set of national energy indicators. The report of a workshop held in

March will be available from the National Round Table this summer.
QEQD Environmental Ingigatgrsi
'
r
'
-

Canada's rank among OECD Countries

sulphur dioxide emissions per capita and per unit of GDP
nitrogen oxide emissions per unit of GDP
nuclear waste created per unit of energy
total energy requirements per capita
water withdrawal per capita
per capita production of carbon dioxide emissons from energy use
energy intensity (energy requirements per unit of GDP)
greenhouse gas emissions per capita

' municipal waste per capita

1
1 (tied with UK)
1
1
2
2
2
3
4

' population growth from 1970
v amount of industrial waste generated

4
4

' industrial waste per unit of GDP
c Canada is only slightly above the OECD average in percentage
of population served by waste water treatment plants

6

~ passenger cars per capita
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3.3 indicators of Sustainability: A Framework for Decision-Making
Regarding the Natural Ecosystem
Prepared by Tony Hodge, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec

3.3.1 General Purpose and Speci c Objectives

Nourished by a growing concern for the environment and coupled with the recognition of vast and
threatening inequitities that exist between developed and developing parts of the world, the idea of

sustainability has reemerged as a mainstream concept. The contemporary discussion has centered on
the vage notion of "sustainable development," a topic popularized in 1987 with publication of the
Burndtiand Commission's report "Our Common Future" (World Commission on Environment and
Development 1987). As a result of this discussion, the relationship between human activities and
well-being, and ecosystem well-being is now being addressed from both the perspectives of economic
health and long-term environmental integrity.
3.3.2 Working Hypothesis

A generalized framework for assessing sustainability based on placing human activities as the link
between-human and ecosystem well-being is found in Figure 3.1.

FIGURE 3.1 A generalized framework for assessing sustainability (Hodge 1989)
Historically, sets of indicators relating to each of the three components shown in Figure 1, human
welibeing, human activities (described most completely through our system of economic accounting) and
ecosystem well-being. have been developed in isolation ifrom each other. The double-ended arrows in
Figureai represent both the flow of life support contributed by the environment and the physical, chemical
and biological stresses imposed by human activity on the environment. To date, attempts to establish a
integrated set or system of "Indicators of Sustainability" linking all three components, have met with only
limited success.
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The following four assertions comprise a working hypothesis for the generalized framework:

An integrated system of indicators of sustainability can best be derived through a careful
reassessment and characterization of natural and human-induced stresses on the environment.

Characterization of the stress elements will allow recognition of "streams" of interdependenty data
that lie along a spectrum linking the components shown in Figure 3.1. Continuity along these
streams will allow identification of key points of data and information. Using a time horizon
appropriate to the particular stress and ecosystem elements being considered, a rationalization of

data and information will be possible.
This systematic approach to identification of indicators is value driven in that it is based on a overal
belief that society must move to minimize the stresses it imposes on the environment. However, the
rate and extent of stress minimization will depend on values operating at any point in time. The
system of indicators to be developed will be able to respond to such alternative goals and objectives

for stress minimization and in that sense, it will be value independent.
The proposed system will be built on traditional professional strengths, linking easily and clearly to
the range of existing systems of governance.

3.3.3 The Idea or Sustainabiity
The idea of sustainability dates at least as far back as the ancient Greeks who linked their vision of
Gaia, the Goddess of the Earth, with natural replenishment (Hughes 1983).

However, as noted

previously, contemporary interest focuses on the notion of "sustainable development" defined by the
Brundtland Commission as a kind of development that '... meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (World Commission on
Environment and Development 1987). The general nature of this description has led to heated academic
debate. the elements of which are important to understand for setting a context for this projecty.
At this stage of analysis, I draw the following conclusions. First, I concur with Daly s (in press)
observation that the vague notion of sustainability has been key in developing an important consensus
that we must factor in future needs with current decision-making. This conclusion sets a new time horizon
for planning and decision-making. Second, Robinson et at. (1990) have rightly pointed out that the
concept of sustainability is, in fact, a normative ethical princple. They define sustainability as "the
persistence over an apparently indefinite future of certain necessary and desired characteristics of the
socio-political system and its natural environment."
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environmental factors only implicity, if at all. An essential paradix is that most costs attributed to degraded
environments contribute to the growth of the GNP.
The MEBSS approach focused on a structual model of human activity where "economic
transactions" were seen as physical processes rather than "economic instlutional transactions.

lt

permitted. for example, an accounting of waste residual generation and provided a basis for measurement
of national wealth in terms of physical assets (accumulated infrastructure) and natural resources. With
development, this approach was seen as a potential replacement methodology for construction of
input/output models.
A subset of this work led to the development of the "Stress-Response Environmental Statistical
System" (S-RESS; Rapport and Friend, 1979). Within this work, Rapport and Friend recognized the
difficulty of specifying appropriate indicators that would act as danger signals of ecosystem instability and
eventual collapse. Their database development was motivated by three concerns (page 74):

the need to protect and conserve environmental assets for future generations
the need to maintain and enhance the quality of the ambient environment for quality of life objects
3.

the need to make explicit the closing of potential options by man-initiatld permanent restructuring of
the environment, i.e. ecosystem destruction
Through the 19703 and 1980s, state of environment (SOE)reporting slowly evolved as a recognized

monitoring instrument in countries throughout the world. Over 200 such reports have now been written

from global through national and regional to local. Though every SOE report team is faced with the task
of portraying environmental conditions through the use of "indicators," to this day, no set recipe has

emerged that has become the standard, either in terms of speci c indicators or in terms of an overall
approach to SOE reporting.
The Canadian-developed stress-response approach. combined with capability in physical-based
modeling of human activity, together provide the most complete framework for addressing environmental
indicators that is currently available. A specific application of this approach is given in Rapport (1983) and

examples of SOE reports organized to some extent on the stress-response conceptual model include: at
the international level, The State of the Environment in OECD Member Countries (OECD 1979); at the national
level. The State of the Environment Report tor Canada (Bird and Rapport, 1986); and at the municipal level, The
State of Environment Report - Regional Municipality ofWaterloo (Elkin 1987).
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In spite of these advances and for a variety of reasons, an accepted conceptual "indicator"
framework that links across the spectrum shown in Figure 1, remains elusive. The issue is a primary
element of this dissertation and will be examined in detail. However, it is evident that a major limitation of
work to date is the difficulty encountered in linking the results with existing systems of policy and
decision-making.
3.3.5 Stress and StewAssessment Framework

The stress-response framework described by Rapport and Friend (1979) is analgous to the
stress-strain approach of classical mechanicals where concepts of force, stress, deformation and strain

are linked through idealized relationships between stress and strain. Stress is defined as the force per
unit area acting at a given point and strain is the resulting deformation. in the natural ecosystem.
properties are orders-of magnitude more complex than those of a steel beam, a concrete wall or
subsurface rock. in spite of this difference, the rigorous approach used to understand and characterize
forces and resulting stresses in the study of mechanics stands as an example in considering the natural

and man-induced stresses acting to cause environmental change.

The range of stresses experienced by the ecosysem can be grouped into the six distinct human and
natural activities listed and described in Table 3.1. While these stresses are often imposed
simultaneously and in an interlinked manner making identification of specific causes and effectis
impossible, isolating specific stresses induced by human activity is possible. Furthermore, subsequent
reduction of those stresses is equally possiblethrough specific action on the part of society. This
relationship betwen stress reduction and explicit societal decision-making is the practical link that provides
a focus of this work.

The concepts embodied in Table 3.1 have evolved over the past decade and are regrouped by
categorizing stresses as physical, chemical or biological in Table 3.2.
Whereas Table 3.1 is useful for understanding the various types of human activities that stress the
environment, Table 3.2 focuses on the nature of potential stresses that any human activity might induce.
It is this reassessment, based on an evaluation of induced stress that allows the "universe" of indicators to
be developed from which an appropriate choice can be made. Historically there has been a preoccupation
with chemical "pollution" and most government environmental programs, past and present, are driven by
this issue. However, human-induced stresses on the environment are significantly broader. Further, it is
an alternative perspective on human activities, one that recognizes the broad range of stresses outlined in
Tables 3.1 and 3.2, that is required if the ideas of sustainability are to be brought from theory to practice.
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TABLE 3.1 Naturally occurring and human-induced stresses experienced by the ecosystem

(modified from Colborn et ai. 1990; Regier 19988; Bird and Rapport, 1986; Rapport and Friend. 1979)

STRESS CATEGORY

EXAMPLE ACTIVITY

NATURAL PROCESSES

Weather related: wind, storms, rain, ooding, drought, freeze-thaw cycles
naturai tires In forest, rassiands and marsh areas
disease, parasites an other causes leading to natural population shirts

ADDITION OF LOADING
OF SUBSIANCES, HEAT
RADIONUCLIDES, ETC.

discharge of a vast range of chemicals to land, air, surface water and
groundwater, lncludin pesticides, Industrial, municipal and transportation

byproducts and was es, carbon-dioxide. and other greenhouse gases,
C Cs affecting the ozone layer

man-Induced erosion and deposition of sediments
discharge of phosphorus, nitrogen and other nutrients that serve to fertilize
plans and the primary tropic levels

PHYSICAL RESTRUCTERING
AND LAND USE CHANGE

damang, dyklng, dredging, filling and other modifications of waterways
and to es
shoreline protection (grains, seawalis, etc.) and modification such as
harbour construction
forest and bushland clearance for agriculture, industry, transportation
corridor or settlement development
wetland drainage, excavation and development

HARVEST/EXTRACTION OF
OF RENEWABLE RESOURCES

water withdrawals (from surface water or wells), diversions and
consumptive uses
commercial forestry

shing, hunting, trapping (subsistence, commercial or recreational)

EXTRACTION OF NON-RENEWABLE
RESOURCES

extraction of minerals and building materials
stocking lakes with exotic fish species
unintended Invasion. of new aquatic species throu h canal construction,
escape from aquaria, trans rt on boat or shlps huts, In ballast water. etc.
Intentional Importation of p ants, Insects, bird or animals
variety of 'blo-technlcal' actions

TABLE 3.2 Physical, chemical and biological stresses acting on the ecosystem
NATURAL

Physical

........... physical restructuring
........... land use change

.......... erosion and sedimentation

.......... discharge of heat

.......... noise
.......... extraction of non-renewable resources

CHEMICAL

Chemical

BIOLOGICAL

Biological
.......... harvest of renewable resources
.......... accidental or planned introduction of non-native species
.......... biotechnological manipulation
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Figure 3.2 (a through 9) are a preliminary attempt'to show "streams" of indicators organized within

the general frameworkp gure 3.1 and rouped according to physical, biological and chemical stresses.

To urther develop this approach. eac human actiwty as identi ed in (1) the standard industrial
classification. (2) characterizations of settiemen development and (3) other classifications not captured in
(i) and (2) should be assessed according to the stresses induced on the natural ecosystem. In this
project, an arbitrary limit to the range of human activities has been established through choice of those
related to water and energy use.

FIGURE 3.2 Streams of indicators organized within the general framework of Figure 3.1
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Utilization of the stress assessment in this way is particularly powerful because it can relate directly
to the system of policy and decision-making that governs human activity.
stress-related monitoring and assessment will give

However, in itself, the

only part of the state-of-environment picture.

Ultimately, all of the linked categories of data and information shown on Figure 3.2 are required to provide
an assessment of the state of the environment. These are listed in Table 3.3.

TABLE 3.3 Categories of data and information required in state of the
environment assessment
1.
2.

3.

Direct indicators of human well-being
a.

b.

indicators of human activity

Direct and indirect indicators of human-induced stress on the environment

Direct indicators of ecosystem well-being

The complexities in the above categories cause a significant data management challenge that is a
key element of this dissertation. While a data/information accounting framework will be designed and
tested, no attempt will be made to model and/or project future conditions.

3.3.6 Bounduiee in Space and Time
Odum (1983, page 17) defines an ecosystem as "an organized system of land, water, mineral cycles,
living organisms and their programmatic behavioral control mechanisms." While the breadth of the
concept of ecosystem is captured in this definition, the difficulty

indefining ecosystem boundaries is not.

Rapport (1989, page 121) points out that "drawn" ecosystem boundaries are always to some extent
arbitrary. in reality, ecosystems are "open systems with important linkages to neighboring systems via

energy transfers and nutrient flows mediated by physical, chemical and biological processes."
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A second characteristic that Odum's definition does not explicitly capture is that different components
of the ecosystem operate on dramatically different time scales. Ute expectancies of living organisms vary

froma few hours to centuries. Similarly, air and surface water move at a rate that is consistent with the

,

human sense of time and space while the movement of groundwater is sometimes exceedingly slow with

discernable change best measured in terms of centuries. Further complicating the issue is the fact that
over the centuries, humankind s perception of time has changed dramatically (Hodge 1990, pages 7-l5).

3.3.8 Human Use of Energy and Water - Two Key Elements of the Mulitaoeted System
Everythin is based on ener y. Energy is the source and control of all things, all value and all
actions 0 human beings an nature. This simple truth, long known to scientists and engineers,
has generally been omitted from most education in this century.

Odum and Odum, 1976, page 1

Water commands a unique place among our natural resources. It supports other resources

such as fish and forests; it provides an important medium of transportation and energy
production; it governs our settlement patterns; it is a major recreational resource; it inspires
artistic and cultural expression; and, of course, it is essential for all life.

Pearse et al. 1985, page 7

in the broadest sense, components of energy are necessary for the action of all the processes of the
universe. In a like sense, energy use touches on every aspect of human life and is a major cause of

human-induced stress on the environment. Odum and Odum (1976) point out that, from a human

viewpoint, throughout history when energy is secure and adequate to meet needs, quality of life improves
and conversely, when needs exceed available energy supplies, quality of life decreases. Thus, from any
perspective, energy is a central element of sustainability.

Similarly, the critical importance of water to humankind ensures its place also as a cenmtral
drainage-basin boundary provides an initial ecosystem limit that usefully bounds a study area for
examining human-ecosystem interactions.

Together, detailed examinations of water and energy provide a broad test of approaching the issue
of indicators of sustainability through the stress-assessment framework.

EXHIBIT Q
(I)

(2)

KEY ELEMENTS

SOE REPORTING PERSPECTIVES

- is value based
- VALUE SHIFT t:

- issues of concern
- industrial sectors

- VALUE SHIFT 2:
time horizon shift

o combination

environmental studies

' ecosystem components
E

(Sheehy I 989)
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(3)

(A)

CATEGORIES OF STATISTICS

UN FRAMEWORK FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
STATISTICS (1984)

- activin stressor statistics

,4

, s5;
1

- environmental stressor statistics

, r. 1 I r3557
""

- environmental response statistics
- collective and individual
human responses
(Rapport and Friend, I979)

<5)

(6)

DATA CLASSIFICATION
- STOCKS
- Population
- Capital
- Natural assets
- PROCESSES
- Population
- Natural
- Socio-economic
v INTERACTIONS
-Socio economic process with population
-Natural assets with population

-Natural assets with socioeconomic processes

-Population with natural assets
-Socio-economic processes with
natural assets

(Hctmllton 1990)
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INDICATORS OF SUSTAINABILITY
-- SOE REPORTING -- Direct indicators of human
well being
- Indicators of human activities
- Direct and indirect indicators
of human-induced environmental
stress

- Direct indicators of ecosystem

well-being

(Hodge 1991)
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3.4 Better Environmental Indicators are Needed
Prepared by Al T. Davidson, Royal Canadian Geographic Society, Vanier. Ontario
Canadian Geographic, February/March 1991

Governments and major corporations in Canada are committed to sustainable development.
Accordingly, we are told that the economy and the environment are closely related, that they must be
treated together in our policy making, and that a healthy economy depends upon a health environment.

But the health of the economy seems much better understood and better analysed than the health of
the environment. Thousands of our country s best pore over the financial pages of newspapers each
morning analysing economic indicators: Gross National Product, unemployment, prime rate, housing
starts, stock exchange indexes, the consumer price index, and the in ation rate. There are analyses of
where these indicators have been and where they are going, and many relating one indicator to others.
As indexes, they may have important shortcomings; the weaknesses of the GNP index, for example, are
well known. But they are based on masses of data collected over many years, and are widely accepted.
ideal indicators are those that are used to guide action. When the speedometer in your car registers
over 100 km/hr in an 80 km/hr zone, you consider taking your foot off the gas pedal. When the
thermometer outside registers - 30°C, you consider donning your parka before going out. Most economic
indicators are not as clear cut as these, but important individual, government and corporate decisions,
which greatly affect general well-being, are based on their analysis. Moreover, "state of the economy"
reports by the Economic Council of Canada and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development are eagerly studied as a guide to public policy.

When we turn to the other side of the coin - the environment - the picture is much poorer.

"State of the environment" reports are issued by governments and private organizations, but most
contain little solid analysis. It is difficult to tell from them whether the environment is getting better or
worse. We may read that ozone levels, in city air are going up; that sulphur dioxide is going down; that
nitrous oxides are increasing; that a toxic contaminant is found in parts per billion in the nearby harbour;
that one species is flourishing while another is threatened; that so many million trees have been cut and
so many million planted.

We may be left in confusion and uncertainty stemming from weak, unrelated and uninformative data.
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Great Lakes environmental issues have been studied by hundreds of experts over many years.

Arguably, greater strides have been made there in environmental management than in any other region on
earth. But these same experts have difficulty saying precisely whether the Great Lakes are improving or
getting worse. We do not read environmental indicators in our morning papers because there are few

accepted indicators in general use and therefore the relevant data is often not gathered.
it seems clear we need better environmental indicators, ideally some that could be related to

economic indicators. Is the development of a series of useful indicators even possible? There is no
question it is a difficult task, but success would be a great step forward in environmental analysis.
in the past decade; a number of agencies have recognized the importance of the idea and are giving

it renewed attention. In 1989 the G7 Economic Summit, attended by the World s foremost economic
decision makers, called on the OECD to examine the development of environmental indicators.
Such indexes would need a framework within which they could be related. One possible framework

would relate the health of the natural environment to the stresses put on it, which in turn are a result of
man s economic activities.

in measuring the health of the natural environment, we are concerned with the integrity of natural
systems, their productive capacity, their resilience. These do not have exact definitions, but neither do
some aspects of the economy, and workable definitions might be arrived at. We know that these
attributes are affected by non-natural stresses - the dumping and pouring of contaminants, and structural
changes like roads, bridges, dams and buildings - and these in turn are related to economic development.
it should be possible to find meaningful indicators at each of these levels. Lake trout have been selected
as an indicator of the health of natural systems in Lake Superior; the ability of certain species like eagles
to reproduce can be one indicator of the environmental health of some regions; tons of certain
contaminants dumped are an important stress measurement and can be linked to economic activities;

hectares of wetland drained or filled (or restored) can be linked to road and housing development, and

then to numbers of automobiles and human population.

Beach closings or openings (an annual phenomenon in many Canadian cities) appear to be a good
indicator of some aspects of water quality and in turn of the quality of sewage management. A trick would

be to find single indicators that represent a number of trends in the same way that the Dow Jones
industrial Average reflects changes in the value of many stocks.
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My own view is that good single indicators can be selected - certain fish, birds at the top of the food
chain, sensitive plants - which can be related to stresses and economic activity.

Once such indicators are determined, the investment must be made to collect data as assiduously as

we do for the economy. To achieve this will be costly, for nature is certainly far more complex than the
economy.
No doubt we will need to monitor the ecology at a large number of sites over many decades. For a
century and a half, the Geological Survey of Canada has done a marvelous job. Today, an Ecological
Survey is needed on an equally ambitious scale.

Such a survey would be a great boon in promoting more informed understanding of environmental
issues, predicting the impact of man s activities, and making sustainable development policy. if this issue
gets more attention, we may look forward to reading meaningful "state of the environment

reports and

sound environmental analysis over our morning coffee.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Problems
-

the use of models tends to magnify uncertainty

-

the effect of Technology and regulation confounds the ability to predict and forecast

-

important aspects of Great Lakes problems are external to the basin and require data that is greater
than the current regional scope

-

Great Lakes problems cannot be addressed solely in terms of water quality

-

data is inherently static, however, the problems are dynamic. The use of structural statistics related

to commodities is of limited value because the economy is moving to services. The most important
indicators are perhaps related to the three R s. Reduction of raw material input, reuse, recycling.

Energy efficiency is one way of measuring the impact from human activities.
-

there is a need for more science to address cleanup after damage, in some cases the ecosystem will
not heal itself - what information is needed that can indicate the type of intervention that is required?

°

passive observations about how a system is working is insufficient - there is a need for controlled
interventions to determine what is necessary for integrity.

Opportunities
0

the ecosystem approach connects human activities and links the economic system and water quality

-

under the Agreement
focus on consumption/demand data rather than production/supply data and avoid the end of pipe

-

approach when de ning environment/economy linkages
work from the "middle" is.
TOXIC EMISSIONS

ECONOMY ----------------- 1

------------------- IMPACT

-

the most relevant indicators are not post mortem but risk assessment

-

there is a need for indicators of healthiness rather than indicators of pathology
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there is a lack of a framework to support SOE reporting, and a lack of understanding of processes;
there is a lack of seminal work and direction to address this problem. The lJC could play a
leadership role in developing the original work to move beyond managing data and coordinating
information. The IJC role would be to focus on the thinking behind a State of the Ecosystem Report.

Other Relevant Comments

There is a need to move beyond Great Lakes/Great Legacy; from risk assessment to risk

management. Three questions need to be addressed:
1. What are the relationships of toxics and effects inside and outside of the basin?
2. What is the relationship of t0xics to the economy?
3.

What are the options for modifying the human activities?

Economic efficiency reduces redundancy and as ef ciency increases vulnerability increases. In
nature the opposite occurs as the ecosystem diversities.
When assessing the impact of human activities data is most relevant in terms of the specific industry
or sector. The most important of these can be identified from working from the general to the
specific, Le, 72% of the energy is used by 4% of the industries; from Toxic Release Inventory data four of the 176 counties in the US. basin released 16 of the toxic substances in greatest quantity.
in terms of indicators it is necessary to consider more than one suite, i.e. there are at least three that
are important: compliance, early warning and diagnostic.
Other relevant comments continued .......
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SOCIETAL:
Institutions.
corporations.
Individuals, etc.

.l
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- What we need to know is information relevant to the
dynamic state
- What is the scale of change in the human activity box
to produce a desired result in the ecosystem?
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND PHRASES
BOD

Biological Oxygen Demand

CD-ROM

Compact Disk - Read Only Memory

CEQ

Council of Environmental Quality

CES/DS

Center for Environmental Statistics Development Program

DDT

dichlorodiphenyltrichloethane

DataLens

User-friendly link between spreadsheet and RDBMS

EMAP

Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program

EOC

Erasable Optical Disk

GDP

_

Gross Domestic Production

GIS

Geographical Information System

GNP

Gross National Product

lJC

International Joint Commission

IWGDMGC lnteragency Working Group on Data Management for Global Change
MEBS

Material-Energy Balance Statistical System

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NEPA

National Employment Policy Act

NGOs

Non goverment organizations

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

OECD
_ RDBMS

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
Related Database Management System

SAMM

Scenario and Model Manager

S-RESS
SNA

Stress-Response Environmental Statistical System
System of National Accounts

SOE

State of the Environment

SQL
TOOL

Structured Query Language
Tool Kit for Data Analysis

TRI

Toxic Release Information 7???

TSS

Total Suspended Solids

US. EPA

United States Environmental Protection Agency

USGS

United State Geological Survey
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l.J.C. Data Base Report

1.

Introduction

This report is intended to serve as a background document for the Scoping Workshop on
Human Activities and the State of the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem, scheduled for
February 18 and 19, 1991.

it presents the findings from a project carried out by

ROBBERT Associates in the period November 1990 to January 1991. The purposes of

.4

the project were:
To develop a framework within which data relating human activities to Great
Lakes water quality can be identified and compiled.

2.

To identify and assess data sources and to assess the the comparability of data
from Canadian and US. sources.

3.

To develop procedures for managing the acquisition and maintenance of the data
base.

4.

To compile a prototype data base which will serve to:

a.

illustrate concepts, methods, procedures, and data management
techniques; and,

b.

support the preparation of the forthcoming State of the Great Lakes
Report.

2.

The Need for a Framework

All too often, there is a sequence that runs like this

1. a problem is identified
2. it is determined that there is a need for data

3. data collection and compilation activities are initiated
4. large amounts of data are stuffed into a 'data base' on the grounds that they seem
to be relevant

5. users of the data base find that "90% of the data they require is not in the data
base and 90% of the data in the data base is not relevant"
6. it is then determined that what was needed was a "framework" to ensure that the

data base was both comprehensive and relevant
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Fortunately. in the case of a data base to support reporting on the state of the Great Lakes

Ecosystem, the need for a framework was identified at the outset. it is the objective of
this section of the report to stimulate the development of such a framework by putting
forward some tentative ideas.
Unfortunately, the word framework, as appealing as it is, is rather abstract and has
different meanings for different people.

in what follows, the word framework will be

used in the following sense:

A framework is the understanding of a system that is required if effective action is to be
taken with respect to that system.
A system is a part of the real world that we single out for observation distinguished

from its surroundings by a boundary. A system consists of a set of processes. The
concept of process is fundamental; it is a dynamic concept concerned with the

transformation of streams of input flows into streams of output flows within arbitrary
boundaries. Interactions among processes give rise to the properties of the system.

Quantitative description of a system makes use of the properties which are simply the
quantities identified by well-defined measuring operations. The state of a system is

defined, or prescribed, by a particular set of property numbers. According to Capra
(1985), the concept of process is primary; the observed states of a system are a
manifestation of the underlying processes.
Effective action is the means by which an actor can influence an object or system to

behave in a desired way. An actor is an individual, a group of individuals, an institution,
er a group of institutions.

Action is effective if the actor meets his objective, if

the system is influenced in such a way that it behaves in the desired way or produces the
desired outcomes. The actor bases its decisions on observations of the state of the
controlled system and on its understanding of the controlled system. The observations of
the state of the system are the system indicators; the understanding is referred to as the
framework or systems model. The understanding embodied in the systems model serves
both as a framework for delineating the possible outcomes from which the desired
outcome must be chosen and for defining the system indicators.
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To summarize, effective management has three necessary ingredients : a well defined
objective, an understanding of how the system-to-be managed works, and continuing
observations of the state of the managed system that provide feedback to the system

manager.
in the application of these concepts to the issue of the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem, the
following difficulties are apparent:
(a)

The Great Lakes Basin ecosystem is characterized by complexity: it is made up
of human activities and naturally occuring processes. Together they constitute
an entire socio-economic system in the context of its environment; the
environment serves both as a source of and a sink for materials and energy used
to support human activities.

(b) In this case, the actor or manager is not monolithic.

Rather, the actor is

society itself composed of individuals and the institutions of society that have
been delegated responsibility for managing various aspects of human activities,
including the lJC, state and provincial governments, two national governments,
and local governments.

Clearly, individuals, corporations, and non-

governmental organizations, through their actions, impact the ecosystem.
(c)

The understanding of the system is both incomplete to the extent that specific
processes are not understood and fragmented in that understanding exists in

narrowly defined disciplines.

Consequently, there is inadequate understanding

of the system as a whole; furthermore what understanding there is is not
necessarily held by the relevant institutions nor is it sufficiently broad-based.
(d)

Societal objectives with respect to the ecosystem are not well-defined. They
are couched in phases such as "sustainable development" or "harmony

between

human populations and the environment that sustains them". Furthermore, the
objectives of various actors in the system may well be incompatible.
( f)

The feedback loop from observations of the ecosystem to the actors is weak and

indirect.

The MC state of the ecosystem reporting mechanisms are an

important part of that feedback loop._
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3.

The

Development of a Framework

The first step in the development of a framework is the designation of the boundary of the
Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem. Since the focus of the MC mandate is the Great Lakes and
water quality, we take the boundary of the ecosystem to be the Great Lakes basin drainage

area. We include in this the Ottawa River and Upper St. Lawrence drainage areas. This
geography is defined on the hydrometric maps produced by Environment Canada (Map
References 1 and 2). The drainage area of the Great Lakes and Upper St. Lawrence basin
consists of 6 Minor basins. These are further subdivided into 104 sub-sub basins, each

of which is distinguished by a unique hydrometric code. The list of hydrometric codes is
appended.
The next step is to identify the processes that constitute the system.

Bearing in mind

that the concept of process primary, it is incumbent upon us to identify processes at a
level of resolution that is commensurate with management possibilities. The rule of
parsimony should apply.

Three sets of processes can be identified:
1.

Human Activities: Processes that are purposeful in that they are designed and
used by humans to meet their needs for food, shelter, etc. It is useful to focus on

those activities that have consequences for water quality. These processes are
both the source term for the discharges the affect water quality and the means by
which water quality can be ameliorated.
2.

Diffusion Processes: Processes that move contaminants from point of
discharge to the lakes.

3.

Naturally-Occuring Processes:

Biological and chemical processes that

occur within the lake that are affected by the materials entering the water body.
This report is concerned only with the first category of processes, namely human
activities.

Two kinds of human activities may be distinguished: those that transform materials and
energy and those that transform information. The former constitute (a part of) the
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physical substrate of a socio-economic system; the latter the institutional or

behaviorial space . This separation serves to make human behaviour explicit as
processes in institutional space, in such a way that the influence or outcomes of
decisions are registered in the physical substrate.

Certain physical transformation

processes occur within human-created artifacts or plants. These processes are
influenced by two levels of decisions: decisions to build plants or artifacts according to
particular designs, and decisions with respect to their operation.

Other processes which

occur naturally, such as plant growth, are directly influenced to meet human objectives.
While it is customary to think of a process as transforming raw materials and energy
into products, the concept applies equally to consumption activities. For example, a
house may be thought of as artifact that is intended to provide conditioned space to its

occupants.
It is clear that the processes of most interest from the perspective of reporting on the
state of the ecosystem are physical transformation processes, particularly those that
affect water quality either by direct discharge to water bodies or indirectly by through
run-off.

Two other factors must be taken into consideration in the designation of

processes: the first is geographical resolution. It is important that the processes be
specific to locations in the drainage area. It seems appropriate to use hydrometric codes.
of which there are 104 in the Great Lakes Basin, as the target level of geographical
resolution. Second, it is important that the processes chosen have sufficient resolution
that the effects of ameliorative action can be registered. ie, it important there be
sufficient resolution to monitor the effective of recommended actions on the quantity of

discharges and ultimately on the quality of lake water.
3.1

Industrial

Point-Specific

Processes

There are a relatively small number of individual plants or processes, approximately
500 in the Canadian part of the basin,

that are transform relatively large quantities of

materials and energy and water. Often, these plants discharge waste water containing
effluents directly into water bodies. it would desirable that a data base contain
information indicating the states of each of these plants individually. Theses plants are
engaged in the following activities:
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mining, milling, and refining
pulp making
petroleum refining
manufacture of industrial chemicals

generation of electricity
cement making
steel making
The states of these processes might be indicated by the following variables:
capacity of the plant
throughput or production
volume of water discharged by sink
quality of water discharged
temperature of water discharged

quantity of solid waste
accumulated solid waste stored on site by quality of storage

emissions to air
3.2

Municipalities or Urban Areas

It is proposed that each municipality or urban area be treated as a process.

It is

recognized, of course, that each urban area has a rich and diverse set of human

activities.

However, it is usually the case that there is usually a single source and a

single sink for water used in each community.
The states of these processes might be indicated by the following variables:

urban population
number of dwellings by type
employment by sector

area of developed land residential, industrial. commercial and institutional
capacity of water treatment facilities
capacity of sewage treatment facilities
quantity of water discharged
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quality of water discharged from sanitary system after treatment
quantity of water discharged from sanitary system not treated
quality of water

discharged from sanitary system not treated

quantity of water discharged from storm system
quality of water discharged from storm system
air quality
solid waste generated
solid waste accumulated in landfill by quality of the landfill site

3.3

Non

3.3.1

Point-Specific

Processes

Agriculture

The state of agriculture in each geographical area might be indicated by the following
variables:
number of farms

farmland by type: cropland. pasture, woodland, etc.
area of cropland by type of crop seeded
area by kind of cultivation:

wide-row, close row

area by tillage practice
area fertilized by nutrient
area sprayed by chemicalcompound

quantity of fertilizer applied by nutrient and type of fertilizer
quantity of chemical spray applied
area irrigated by kind of equipment
quantity of irrigation water by source
livestocks
manure generated
disposal of manure
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3.3 .2

Forests and Forestry

The state of forestry in each geographical area might be indicated by the following
variables:
area of forest land
volume of forest inventory by age class and species
area clear cut by year of cut
area managed by year seeded
volume of wood harvested by species
logging roads constructed

wild life populations by species
3.3.3

Other Land Use

area of parkland
area of wetlands
area for transportation corridors: road, rail, pipeline, power transmission
3.3.4

Shore

line

structuring

length of shore line by type of use: urban, recreational, wetland, etc.
3 .4

Water Based Activities

3.4.1

Commercial

Fisheries

The state of commercial fishing activities might be indicated by the following variables:
catch by species and average size
fish quality
fleet size

fishing effort
number of fishermen
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3.4.2

Sport Fishing

The state of commercial fishing activities might be indicated by the following variables:
catch by species and average size
fish quality
fishing effort
number of fishermen

3.4.3

Shipping

The state of shipping activities might be indicated by the following variables:
registered fleet by tonnage
port activity in tonnage

ton-miles carried
canal traffic
3.3.4

Recreational

Boating

The state of recreational boating might be indicated by the following variables:
number of boats by type of boat
number and capacity of marinas
hours of use

4.

Process

Data

Thus far the framework has been elaborated in terms of the designation of the processes
that it should encompass and the variables that indicate the state of each process. Two
points should be made here: interpretation of the state data or changes in the state data
requires an understanding of how each process works; this information cannot in
general be derived from observations of state variables. What is required, then, is a
data base of process descriptions.

tn the early 1980's, the Structural Analysis Division

of Statistics Canada developed ooncepts, methods and a prototype data base of industrial
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process descriptions.

it was suggested that three sets of data could combine to form a

process description: a representation of the topography of the process which defined the
process in terms of a boundary and the names of the flows that cross the boundary; the
functional form or forms of the transformation occuring inside the process which serves

to define the parameters of the relationships between input flows and output flows, and;
sets of values of the parameters identified above. In essence, what was proposed was a
data base of process models. Process data for many of the industrial processes identified
above is readily available in the engineering literature.

5.

Data

Sources

This section of the report describes a number of data sources that were identified during
the course of the project. The list of data sources is, of course, not exhaustive, nor were
all the of topics suggested in the framework covered. However, from the sources that

were identified and evaluated, some conclusions can be drawn with respect to the
feasibility of compiling a data base in accordance with the framework whose rough
outline has been described in the preceding sections of the report. These conclusions are
presented in the following section.
5.1

Statistics Canada Environmental information System (ElS)

Statistics Canada is in the process of establishing an Environmental information
system using the geographic information system software package Arc Info. This system
is intended to support geographically disaggregated data so that it can be retrieved
according to different geographical criteria. Data from this data base will be used to
prepare the tables to be published in a forthcoming edition of
Environment. in this case, the two main spatial aggregations will be hydrometric areas
and ecozones. At the present time, the data base contains about 835 variables, where a
variable is a set of values, by geographical area, for a single time period. For example,
"population 1986

is a single variable containing

population counts for the 44,042

enumeration areas (EAs) that constitute Canada for 1986; "population 1981" is a
separate variable consisting of 41,197 population counts corresponding to the EAs in
1981. At the present time, the variables for ElS are mostly drawn from the 1971,
1976, 1981 and 1986 censuses of population and agriculture. Accordingly, the data
base contains approximately 200 time series for each geographical area, each time
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series consisting of four data points. The data base also contains some data on power
generation facilities such as the installed capacity and the kind of fuel burned for
thermal plants.

For the most part, sample surveys, such as the labour force survey or

the household surveys will not support geographic dissagregation because the samples
are not large enough. Statistics releases data from the data base on a cost recovery basis.
Statistics Canada is in the process of adding more variables to the data base, in the area
of forestry and mining.
5.2

Environment Canada Water Use Survey Data.
Environment Canada has conducted industrial and municipal water use surveys

for the years 1972, 1976, 1981, and 1986.

Each survey year, data is collected from

approximately 5000 industrial establishments and municipalities by means of mail
questionnaire. A two page overview of scope and methodology is attached. Summary
results are published. The data is being entered into an Oracle data base in such a way

that it can be retrieved according to hydrometric geography. The source data can be
released to the IJC on IBM compatible diskettes at no cost.

5.3

Canadian Forestry Service, Forest inventory Data
The Petawawa National Forestry Institute, a branch of the Canadian Forestry

Service, maintains a Canadian forest inventory data base for 1986 in a GIS system
(Arc Info).

The inventory contains information for 43,156 geographical areas called

cells. At the present time the cells vary in size. The smallest is 100 km2; the ultimate
objective is to standardize at that scale. The information recorded for each cell is area in

hectares and wood volume in cubic metres per hectare by ownership (crown, private);
status (reserved, available for harvest); land class (water, forest, non-forest);
stocking class for forest land (non-stocked, fully stocked); cause of disturbance for

non-stocked forest land (cutover, burn, pest), age class in 20 year age classes;
maturity class (even aged regeneration, immature, mature, overmature, uneven aged);
forest type (hardwood, softwood, mixed); predominant species (13 species). These data

can be retrieved in the river basin geography if the appropriate digital map file is
provided to PNFI. Such a file exists at Statistics Canada. There may be a problem with
Quebec as Quebec has asked PNFl not to release data below the level of the province. An
estimate of cost has been requested.
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The Canadian Forestry Service publishes information on area and volume cut, but the
most detailed data is at the provincial level.
5.4

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources,

Forest Management Data

Base
The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, the agency responsible for forest
management, maintains information on area and volume cut at the level of forest
management areas. A map showing forest management areas was made available by MNR.
(Map Reference 3). MNR indicated willingness to provide data at that level. Some work
would be required to transform the data from forest management areas to hydrometric

areas.
5.5

Energy Mines and Resources Data on Mining Operations

EMR publishes a list of mine operators and provides information on location of
mill/mine/refinery, year mill started operations, mill capacity in tonnes/day, process,

products, and descriptive information. Production data for each mine is published
separately.

5.6

Environment Canada - Air Emissions Inventory

Environment Canada maintains an emissions data base and has published summary data

for the period 1970 to 1986. Air quality data for selected urban centres is published as
well.

5.7

Ontario Ministry of the Environment - Industrial

Discharge Data

Information on approximately 350 industrial plants is published for the year 1986.
The data include plant name, industry, location, volume of water discharged, receiving
water body, actual loadings by element measured in kg/day, and guidelines.
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5.8

Ontario Ministry of the Environment - Municipal Discharge Data

Information for each municipality operating sewage treatment plants is published for
the year 1986. The data include plant name, type of treatment, location, volume of
water discharged, receiving water body, actual loadings by element measured in kg/day,
and guidelines.

5 .9

Fisheries and Oceans - Sport Fishing Surveys

Fisheries and Oceans Canada in conjunction provincial and territorial government
agencies conduct periodic surveys of sport fishing activities.

Data include catch by

species by area, number of fishermen, fishing effort, etc.

6.

Prototype

Data Base

A part of the project consisted of the compilation of a prototype data base which would
serve to:
a.

illustrate concepts, methods, procedures, and data management
techniques; and,

b.

support the preparation of the forthcoming State of the Great Lakes
Report.

Approximately 335 variables from the Statistics Canada Environmental Information
System were loaded into a prototype data base. Each variable is geographically

referenced at the level of the 104 hydrometric codes in the Great Lakes Basin. Thus,
about 34,000 data points were loaded into the data base.
The prototype data base was implemented using the ROBBERT Associates suite of software
tools, TOOL, SAMM, and Documenter.
The data base was designed as a hierarchical structure shown on the first page of the

Manual. This structure is used to navigate through the data base. The shaded b0xes in
the hierarchy are the nodes, or calculators, that contain data.

ROBBERT Associates
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Each node or calculator is documented in the Manual in terms of a diagram showing the
variables stored at the node and the relationships among the variables, a calculator

description section that contains a description of the calculator, a list of the variables, a
listing of the TOOL code representing the programs that implement the relations among
the variables, and references to data sources.

The diagrams use special symbols to represent variables and procedures.
'pipes', and 'hexagons

Barrels',

are used to represent stock, flow, and ratio variables

respectively; 'rectangles' are used to represent procedures. The arrows connecting
variables to procedures designate variables as inputs or outputs of the procedure.
The variables are multi dimensioned arrays.

For example the variable population is

population count by time (1971, 1976, 1981, 1986), by subssub basin.

-

TOOL is a

language that manipulates multi-dimensioned arrays, using a syntax that resembles

sub-scripted algebra. It also displays variables in tabular and graphic format. The
shapes of the variables associated with each calculator node are documented in the
Manual. By shape is meant information on the dimensions over which the variable is
defined, units of measure, and entity. TOOL does its arithmetic using standard
international units of measure and full dimensional analysis over units of measure and
entity.

The section of the Manual entitled, informants, lists the titlesets associated with

each dimension or informant.

The procedures calculations registered at each node in the data base framework take as
input the data obtained from Statistics Canada and perform operations such as
aggregation, interpolation. extrapolation. They may also take data from other

calculators in order to calculate intensities or densities.
The data base is managed by SAMM which is a system that keeps track of the hierarchical
structure and the linkages among calculators. SAMM also keeps track of different
versions (perhaps revisions) of data. When data are revised, all of the derived or output
variables can be calculated. Because the derived variables can always be derived from

the input variables from the information stored in SAMM, it is not necessary to provide
permanent disk storage for them.

SAMM also provides the facility to store "views" at

each node in the hierarchy. A view is a file of TOOL code which may be used to display a

ROBBERT Associates
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variable or a combination of variables according to the preference of the user.

For

example, views may be used to calculate and display growth rates.
The program, Documenter, is used to create the diagrams and other components of the
Manual. The files created by Documenter are used to structure the data base; this
assures that the Manual is always a reflection of the data base.
Facilities exist to import and export into and out of the data base in different formats
such as ASCII, DlF, and spreadsheet formats. For example the Statistics Canada data was
imported using the DlF format. The Macintosh system can read and create IBM
compatible disks.
At this time TOOL does not support cartographic display. However, cartographic display

can be achieved by using the export channel to transfer data to a cartographic system
such as SPANNS or MAP II.

Appendix 3 provides an overview of the functionality of the ROBBERT Associates
software tools.

7.

Concluding

Remarks

( i)

This report presents a first attempt at developing a framework for organizing a
data base to support reporting the state of the Great Lakes Basin ecosystem. The
proposed framework identifies the human activities or processes that are

pertinent to the issue of water quality in the Great Lakes. it is suggested that the

data base contain observations of the variables that indicate the state of these
processes. The spatial resolution of the processes that is recommended is the
104 hydrometric codes or areas that constitute the Great Lakes, Ottawa River,

and Upper St. Lawrence drainage areas.
( i i)

The report focused exclusively on human activities. It was recognized that a
comprehensiVe framework would have to consider two additional sets of

processes: those concerned with the diffusion of substances from the point of

discharge to the recipient water bodies, and; naturally ocuring chemical and
biological transformations that take place in the environment.

ROBBERT Associates
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(iii)

A key suggestion is that the data base contain information on individual plants
engaged in the following activities:

mining, milling, and refining, pulp making,

petroleum refining, manufacture of industrial chemicals, generation of
electricity, cement making, and steel making. This raises the question of the
availability of data as it is clear that Statistics Canada cannot release data on
individual plants because of the confidentiality provisions of the Statistics Act.

it

should be noted that data on individual plants is published by EMFt for the mining

sector and by Statistics Canada for power generation. As well, the Ontario
Ministry of the Environment publishes data on discharges from individual plants.
It is the opinion of the author that sufficient information can be found from non

Statistics Canada sources to make reporting for selected individual plants

feasible.

'

A source of data not evaluated is the process for developing Remedial Action Plans
(RAPS). It would appear that the RAP process might be an invaluable data

source.
A problem common to many areas of the data base is lack of sufficiently detailed
or reliable data on the quality

ofwater discharged from point sources. The same

holds true for emissions to air and solid waste. In many instances, measurements
of concentrations properly sampled have not been taken. Even when samples are

tested, the range of chemical elements whose presence is to be determined is not
comprehensive. Furthermore, there is tendency not to disclose the results of
testing especially if the results show a problem. Perhaps the only way to
estimate these flows is build process models which take as input the level of
activity of the plant, the process configuration of the plant, the properties of the

materials being processed where relevant, and calculate as output waste flows.
in the receiving water bodies.

(Vi)

The census of agriculture data provides a relatively rich data set on the state of
agriculture.

However, from the perspective of linking agriculture to water

quality, several pieces of data are missing:

ROBBERT Associates
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applied, chemical composition of pesticides applied, tillage technique
(conventional or conservation tillage), and the use crop rotations or cover crops.
(v i i)

This report touched only briefly on the need for process data. The feasibility of
developing such a data base and the software systems needed to support it need to
be established.

(viii ) If it is decided to proceed with the development of a data base of the kind addressed
by this report, questions of support and access arise. It is the opinion of the
author, that some agency, perhaps the MC, house the activities associated with
the data base. Because of the diversity of data sources and the degree to which
data must be messaged and manipulated, it is not feasible to rely on envision a
distributed data base.

ROBBERT Associates
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WATER USE DATA
DESCRIPTION
The way we use water has an important bearing on how it is managed. To assist with the wise
management of this resource, Environment Canada is developing a water use database which will
include information on all major water users.
COVERAGE
Data are currently available on municipal water use, and industrial water use in four sectors manufacturing, mineral extraction, thermal and hydro power. A more detailed list of the type of

information available is on the back of this sheet.
SOURCES

Municipal water use data were originally obtained from a federal and provincial inventory of
municipal water works and waste treatment facilities published in 1975. It was updated by
Environment Canada through 1983, 1986 and 1989 surveys of municipalities with over 1000
population.
Industrial water use data are obtained from over 5,000 industrial companies through periodic surveys
conducted in co-operation with Statistics Canada. Such surveys have been undertaken for 1972,

1976, 1981 and 1986.

ACCESS
Until the database is developed, data is available in the following publications of Environment
Canada:
. Manufacturing Water use Survey, 1972 - A Summary af'Resu/ts by D.M. Tate (Social Science Series #17)

Warer Use in the Canadian Manufacturing lndus/ry, 1976 by D.M. Tale (Social Science Series #18)

Municipal Water Use in Canada, 1976 by D.M. Tate and D. Lacelle
Wa/er Use in Canadian Industry, 1981 by D.M. Tate and D.N. Scharf (Social Science Series #19)
.

Municipal Water Use in Canada, 1983 by D.M. Tate and D. Lacelle (Social Science Series #20)
Water Use in Canadian Industry, 1986 by D.M. Tate and D.N. Scharf (Social Science Series #24)

.

Municipal Water Rates in Canada, 1986 - Current Practices and Prices by D. M. Tate

These publications can be obtained from the Editorial and Publications Division, Inland Waters
Directorate, Environment Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, KIA 0H3

Inquiries should be addressed to the Manager.
MANAGER
Water Planning and Management Branch
lnlnnd Waters Directorate
Environment Canada
()llnwtl, Ontario. KIA 0H3

'
Tel.

19

(819)953 l-17X

TYPE OF INDUSTRIAL WATER USE DATA AVAILABLE
I) water intake by source
. public
_
. freshwater selfvsupplied (surface, ground other)
. brackish water self supplied (ground, tide, other)

2) water intake by type of intake treatment
. filtration
. chlorination & disinfection
. hardness and alkalinity control
. screening
. corrosion & slime control
. other
3) water intake by purpose
. processing
i cooling, condensing & stream
4) water discharge by point of discharge
. public sewer
. freshwater body
. tailings pond transfer
5) water discharge by type of treatment
. primary

. secondary

. sanitary
. other

. ground
. transferred to other uses

. artificial body
. tidewater body

. tertiary

. none

6) water use
. total water intake
. recirculation

. total gross use
. consumption (imputed)

7) water costs by cost component
. water acquisition
. intake treatment

. recirculation
. discharge treatment

8) water recirculation by purpose
. processing

. cooling & condensing

. total water discharge

. other

9) use rates and consumption rates
TYPE OF MUNICIPAL WATER DATA AVAILABLE
1) population served by municipal utilities
. water supply

. waste collection

. waste treatment

2) municipal water pumpage
. average daily flow by source (surface, ground, per capita served, % of water supply)
3) municipal water use
. domestic
. industrial

. system losses & accounted
. commercial & institutional

4) waste treatment (# persons, % of pop served)
. no treatment
. waste stabilization ponds
. primary treatment
. secondary treatment
20

. water use indicators

. tertiary treatment
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Appendix 2

Statistics Canada EIS Data in The Prototype Data Base
Farms

(1971,1976,

1981,

1986)

number of farms

Agricultural land measured in hectares (1971,1976, 1981, 1986)
barley for grain
barley for feed
buckwheat
total wheat
corn for silage
corn for grain
millet for grain
mixed grains
total oats
total rye
mustard seed
canary seed
forage seed
canola
caraway seed
safflower
soybeans
sunflowers
total oilseeds
dry field peas
lentils
total dry beans

potatoes

sugarbeets
root crops for feed
total hay
other fodder crops
tobaooo

nursery products

sod grown for sale
cultivated grapes
total other field crops
total fruit tree orchards
total small fruits
total vegetables
summerfallow

total area of cropland

total area under drainage
improved pasture
other improved land
total improved land

unimproved pasture

woodland

other unimproved land
total unimproved land

total area of land operated

ROBBERT Associates
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Irrigated land (1986)
area irrigated by wheel roll
area irrigated by volume gun
area irrigated by hand moved water

area irrigated by pivot
area irrigated by flood
other irrigated area

Livestock (1971,1976, 1981,
total sheep
pigs
total poultry
total cattle

1986)

Areas amended (1971,1976, 1981, 1986)

total area fertilized
area sprayed for insects
area sprayed for weeds

Amendments (1986)
dry granular fertilizer
fertilizer suspensions

non pressurized liquid fertilizer
pressurized liquid fertilizer
total fertilizer

Cropping practice (1971,1976, 1981, 1986)
close-row crop area on close-row mono farms
close-row crop area on non-cropping farms

close-row crop area on rotational farms

close-row crop area on speciality farms

close row crop area on wide-row mono farms
wide-row crop area on close-row mono farms
wide-row crop area on non-cropping farms

wide-row crop area on rotational farms
wide-row crop area on speciality farms

wide-row crop area on wide-row mono farms

Wh en ne m, 1981, 1986)
total population
population in rural areas

number of persons employed

WUWMWG, 1981, 1986)
total single detached houses
total apartments
total movable dwellings

total other dwellings
total dwellings

ROBBERT Associates
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W (1986)
agriculture labour force
fishing and hunting labour force
forestry labour force
mining labour force
manufacturing labour force
construction labour force
communication labour force
transport and storage labour force
public utilities labour force
wholesale and retail labour force
finance labour force
services labour force
public administration labour force
not defined labour force
total labour force

W

(1988)

name of power generating plant
station type
plant power generating capacity
fuel type if plant is not hydro
hydrographic System if plant is hydro
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ROBBERT Associates
Decision Support Tools
Functionality
A Complete Software Environment for
Large Scale Simulation Models and Decision Support Systems
-

design
documentation
implementation
calibration
scenario creation
ad hoc data analysis

ROBBERT Associates

September 1990

ROBBERT Associates
Decision Support Tools
Components

lQ_Q_L

Tool Kit for Data Analysis
interactive language for manipulating multi-dimensional data arrays

AMM
Scenario and Model Manager
supports the creation of scenarios and linkages among sub-models

Documentgr

supports the preparation of design diagrams and documentation for
manuals and model implementation

ROBBERT Associates

September 1990
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IQ_O_L_

Tool Kit for Data Analysis

self-documented
control

multi-dimensional

arrays

structures

syntax of stylized subscripted algebra
mathematical

and statistical operators

titlesets for dimensions including sets and sequences
standard international units of measure, entity identification
and inheritance rules
interactive graphical display of arrays with selective
highlighting
data input from graphics using digitization
interactive tabular display with

scrolling

data import/export channels to ASCII files and Excel
spreadsheets
data representation in character and packed binary format
open-ended with respect to the creation of custom operators

ROBBERT Associates
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§AMM

Scenario and Model Manager

documentation of scenarios at time of creation

comparative display of scenarios with selective highlighting
management of "views" or scripts for creating and displaying
data arrays
lazy evaluation

computation as required

use of a conceptual hierarchy for navigating through model

structure

management of linkages among model components through the
use of a dependency structure
scenario management - facilities for maintaining the integrity
of multiple scenarios including creation, modification,
and deletion
command-oriented user interface with on-line help facilities

ROBBERT Associates
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Dgggmentgr

-

supports the creation of structural diagrams using special
symbols to designate variables, procedures and
connective structure

-

uses pop-down menus and dialogue boxes to capture
information concerning variables, procedures and
connective structure

-

manual preparation - produces a detailed and comprehensive
hard-copy document describing model structure

0

provides files required by SAMM for model implementation

-

assures that documentation is accurate and up-to-date as
documentation is an integral and necessary part of
implementation

-

based on Design OATM Open Architecture system developed and
distributed by Meta Software Corporation of Cambridge,
Massachusetts

ROBBERT Associates
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ROBBERT Associates Decision Support
'
Tools
Hardware/Software

Environment

The current version of the ROBBERT Associates Decision

Support Tools is implemented as a single user system. SAMM and
TOOL run on a Macintosh computer under the A/UX operating system
(Apple's implementation of UNIX). The system must be configured
with sufficient memory, at least 4 megabytes, and sufficient disk
storage capacity, at least 80 megabytes, to support A/UX.
Documenter runs under the native Macintosh operating system. The
preferred hardware environment is a Macintosh llfx system with 4
mb memory, 80 mb internal disk, 160 mb external, and A/UX 2.0.
The ROBBERT Associates Decision Support Tools are
designed to support multiple user systems. Future versions of the
software will incorporate this capability.
In this case, the data
base and data manipulation functionality will reside on a host
computer running UNIX, for example a Digital Equipment Corporation
VAX running ULTRlX or a SUN Workstation; the user interface and
graphical display functionality will reside on workstations which
may be Macintosh computers or PC's equiped with Windows software.

ROBBERT Associates
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basin

Basin Areas
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[ssbi

A ggregate
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Areas
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[sb,ssb]
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sub basin areas
Sb
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Calculator Descriptions

1

basm 1

C-2

Basin Areas

Description
This calculator contains basic information on the hydrometric geography including aggregation
parameters and areas.
Variables

_a_en
m

basinArea[ssb]
sstosb[sb,ssb]
subBasAreaisb]
gibArea[]

fw

rel

time

was

s
s
f
f

F
F
O
O

class
S
P
8
S

ri

i

areas of sub-sub basins
mapping from ssb to sb
sub basin areas
area of the Great Lakes Basin

lnformants

subSubBasin
subBasin

ssb
sb

set
set

Hydrometric codes - Great Lakes
sub basins for the Great Lakes

Procedures
!

1

A

r

Ar

subBasArea[sb] = map (basinArea[ssb],sstosb[sb,ssb])

gibArea[] = sum (basinArea[ssb])
References

Maps

1.

Quebec,

2. Ontario,

Active Hydrometric Stations, Environment Canada, September, 1988.
Active Hydrometric Stations,

Environment Canada, December, 1986.

Data

1. Area data calculated by the Statistics Canada EIS system
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Great Lakes Basin
population
[Cy]

1

l

sub basin

population

[8b.cy]

3.42

areas Of §Ub sub |

34 3
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[55 1

1

l sub basin areas
[Sb]

sub sub basin

N Calculate Population « 9

Densities

/

(3)

l
l

[5b,CY]

/

[0 y]

ssb
sb
cy
ru

i

\D population density
Great Lakes Basin

Lakes Basin

l

[ssb,cy]

sub basin

population density

area of Great

i

population density

subSubBasin
subBasin
censusYear
rurU rban

1

.
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population

2st C-2

population linear j
census ocunts
[ssb,cy]

Interpolation and
Extrapolation to

1990
(4)

extrapolation

/

\D

l

[SSW/r]

/

linear fit
R-squared

statistic

:

\

[ssb]

population
exponential
extrapolation
[ssb,yr]

ssb

CY
yr
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2.1

population 2.1

0-3

Population

Description
This calculator contains census population counts, rural shares, and produces population
densities.
Variables
fw

ame

119s

ruralShr[ssb,cy]
basinPop[ssb,cy]
rurUerop[ru,ssb,cy]

c
s
c

gleop[cy]
subBasinPop[sb,cy]
basinArea[ssb]

c
c
s

ssbPopDen[ssb,cy]
sbPopDenlsb,cy]

c
c

sstosb[sb,ssb]

s

subBasArea[sb]
glerea[]

f
f

rel

Ina
F
F
O

class

mm

P
S
S

share of population in rural areas
census counts
rural
urban population

O
O
F

8
8
S

Great Lakes Basin population
sub basin population
areas of sub sub basins

O
O

P
P

sub sub basin population density
sub basin population density

F

C
C

P

8
8

mapping from ssb to sb

sub basin areas
area of Great Lakes Basin

gleopDen[cy]
IinPop[ssb,yr]
IinRSqStat[ssb]
expPop[ssb,yr]

c
c
c
c

O
O
O
O

P
8
P
8

Great Lakes Basin population density
population linear extrapolation
linear fit R-squared statistic
population exponential extrapolation

eprSqStat[ssb]

c

O

P

exponential tit R-squared statistic

Informants

Liam

mm

subSubBasin
subBasin
censusYear
rurUrban
year

1192

ssb
sb
cy
ru
yr

set
set
seq
set
seq

mm

Hydrometric codes - Great Lakes
sub basins for the Great Lakes
census years 1971-1986
rural - urban
single years from 1971 to 1990

Procedures
!

1

R r l -

r

n P

l

i n

local urbShr[ssb,cy]
local urbanPoplssb,cy]_
local ruralPop[ssb,cy]
urbShr[ssb,cy] = 1

- ruralShr[ssb,cy]

urbanPop[ssb,cy = urbShr[ssb,cy] ' basinPop[ssb,cy]
ruralPop[ssb,cy] = basinPop[ssb,cy] - urbanPop[ssb,cy]
rurUerop[ru,ssb,cy] = insert (expand (urbanPop[ssb,cy]); \
ROBBERT Associates
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0-4

expand->rurUrban1urban)

rUlUer Oplru,ssb,cy] = insert (expand (ruralPop[ssb.cy]); \

expand->rurUrbanzrural)

!2A

Pli

Bin

local poplcy,ssb]
local basPop[cy,sb]
poplcyssb] = reorder (basinPop[ssb,Cy]: censusYear, subSubBasin)
basPop[cy,sb] = map (poplcy,ssb], sstosb[sb,ssb])
subBasinPop[sb,cy] = reorder (basPop[cy,sb]; subBasin, censusYear)
gleop[cy] = sum (basPop[cy,sb])
!

l

P

lin

ii

ssbPopDen[ssb,cy] = basinPop[ssb,cy] / basinArealssb]
sbPopDen[sb,cy] = subBaslnPop[sb,cy] / subBasArea[sb]
gleopDen[cy] = gleop[cy] / glerea[]
l4nr'nxrl'n1

local basinPopx[ssb,yr]
local basinPopxx[ssb,yr]
say (" ..doing linear interpolation in history")
create (basinPopx[ssb,yr]; dim=subSubBasin, \
dim="SEQ;year:197t:1986:1;year", ent=person, data=0)
basinPopx[ssb,yr] = insert (basinPop[ssb,cy]; \
censusYear->year:+0@5)
basinPopxx[ssb,yr] = linint (basinPopx[ssb,yr])

say (" ..dolng linear extrapolation")
local linTrendlssb,yr]
local llnProj[ssb,yr]
local linStat[ssb]

linTrend[ssb,yr], llnProj[ssb,yr] = llntrend (basinPopxx[ssb,yr]; \
year=1990, join=on, stats: §tat[ssb,sc])
linPop[ssb,yr] = basinPopxxlssb,yr] | llnProj[ssb,yr]
linRSqStat[ssb] = shrink (extract (linStat[ssb,sc];2:-O))
say (" ..dolng exponetial extrapolation")
local lnBasPop[ssb,yr]
local lnTrend[ssb,yr]
local lnProj[ssb,yr]
local expStat[ssb]
ROBBERT Associates
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0-5

setenv ("entityChk","off")
setenv ("uomChk","off")

lnBasPop[ssb,yr] = loge (basinPopxx[ssb,yr])
lnTrend[ssb,yr], |nProj[ssb,yr] = lintrend (InBasPop[ssb,yr]; \
year=1990, join=on, stats=expStat[ssb,sc])
expPop[ssb,yr] = changeshape (exp ( \
InProj[ssb,yr]);
|
lnBasPop[ssb,yr]
setenv ("entityChk", on")
setenv ("uomChk ,"on")
eprSqStat[ssb] = shrink (extract (expStat[ssb,sc];2:-O))

ent=person)

References

1.

Source: Statistics Canada EIS system
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2.2

dwellings

Dwellings

l
census counts 3

[ssb,cy]

j\{>

Calculate People
per Dwelling
/D
private occupied
(l )
dwellings
[dw,ssb,cy]

land Per

dVE le/ lng

CalCUiate

l> Residential Land
(2)

ssb
cy
dw

ROBBERT Associates

2 2 04

persons per \

D/

dwelling

[dw,ssb,cy]

>

\__.__/

Q

: residential land I

:

use

[ssb,cy]

subSubBasin
censusYear
dwellingType

1 0/2/91
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2.2

dwellings 2.2

0-2

Dwellings

Description

Variables

3 m6

basinPop[ssb,cy]
dwellings[dw,ssb,cy]
persPeerell[dw,ssb,cy]
IandPeerel|[dw]
resLand[ssb,cy]

fw

rel

119::

1192

s
c
c
c
c

F
F
O
C
O

class MN
i n
S
8
P
P
8

census counts
private occupied dwellings
persons per dwelling
land per dwelling
residential land use

informants

_a_en
m

min

tyne

mm

censusYear

cy

seq

census years 1971-1986

subSubBasin

dwellingType

ssb

dw

set

set

Hydrometric codes - Great Lakes

dwelling type

Procedures
l

|

l

local dwel|x[dw,ssb,cy]
dwellx[ssb,cy,dw] = reorder (dwellings[dw,ssb,cy]; \

subSubBasin,

censusYear,

'

dwellingType)

persPeerell[dw,ssb,cy] = reorder (basinPop[ssb,cy] /

dwellx[ssb,cy,dw]; dwellingType, subSubBasin, censusYear)

resLand[ssb,cy] = sum (reorder (landPeerell[dw] ' \
dwellings[dw,ssb,cy]; subSubBasin, censusYear, dwellingType))
References

l
l
r

l
l
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2.3

[ssb,cy]

employment by
industry 1986
[ssb,in]

ssb
cy
in

\~\\\\{>

23 (3-1

Employment

number of persons

employed

employment

Calculate Shares
and Employment by
Industry

(1)

employment by
indusz
[ssb,in,cy]
mployment share
by industry 1986 \
/
[ssb,in]
/
\

subSubBasin
censusYear
lflndustry

ROBBERT Associates
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2.3

emp|oymem 23

(3.2

Employment

Description

Variables

m

employ[ssb,cy]
employlnd86lssb,in]

fw

rel

tme

1x92

c
c

empIOylnd[ssb,in,cy]
empllndShr[ssb,in]

c
c

F
F

O
O

class

mum

8

number of persons employed

P

employment shares by industry 1986

8
8

employment by industry 1986
employment by industry

informants

name

m

tyne

censusYear

cy

seq

subSubBasin
lflndustry

ssb

ri i

set

in

Hydrometric codes - Great Lakes

census years 1971-1986

set

industry classification for census employment

Procedures
!

1

l

l

h r

n

m n

in

r

local totEmp86[ssb]
totEmp86[ssb] = sum (employlnd86[ssb,in])
empllndShr[ssb,in] = employlnd86[ssb,in] / totEmp86[ssb]
employlnd[ssb,in,cy] = outer (empllndShr[ssb,in], employ[ssb,cy])

T T " \Avav: m» -

References
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3.1

number of farms

[ssb,cy]

farms

Farms

\

Calculate Area per
Farm

>

Calculate. Income

value of products
sold
[ssb,cy]

area per fa r
[ssb,cy]

/

/,

(1)

operated
[ssb,cy]

/

Jl>

Per Un't Area
Operated

income per unit
l>

(2)

Calculate Income

per Farm
(3)

ssb
cy

ROBBERT Associates

3.1 01

l>

area operated
[ssb,cy]

income per \

farm

[ssb,cy]

,«

>

subSubBasln
censusYear

10/2/91
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3.1

farms 3.1

02

Farms

Description

Variables

name

number of farms
total farm area operated
area per farm
value of products sold
income per unit area operated
income per farm

farmCountlssb,cy]
areaOper[ssb,cy]
areaPerFarm[ssb,cy]
farmlnc[ssb,cy]
incPerArea[ssb,cy]
incPerFarm[ssb,cy]
Informants

name

subSubBasin

in
x
ssb

censusYear

CY

magnum

Hydrometric codes - Great Lakes
census years 1971-1986

Procedures
!

1

l

r

F

areaPerFarm[ssb,cy] = areaOper[ssb,cy] / farmCountlssb,cy]
l

|

r

incPerArea[ssb,cy] = farmlnc[ssb,cy] / areaOperlssb,cy]
l

|

incPerFarm[ssb,cy]

m

farmlnc[ssb,cy] / farmCount[ssb,cy]

References

ROBBERT Associates
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3.2

i agriculture land
[ssb,al,cy1

agriLand

3.2 C-t

Agriculture Land

Aggregate
Agriculture land

(1)

: total farm area

i

areasbasrns
Of .SUb SUb
[58b]

operated

[ssb,cy]

Calculate

Farmland
Share
of
B
.
asrn

(2)

ssb
cy
al

ROBBERT Associates

farm share of

subSubBasin
censusYear
agriLand
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agriLand 3.2 C-2

Agriculture Land

Description

Variables
fw

name

1x93

f

O

agriLandlssb,al.cy]

s

basinArea[ssb]
farmShrlssb,cy]

s
c

areaOper[ssb,cy]

rel

119::

glass Mn
' n

F

S

agriculture land

F
O

8
P

areas of sub-sub basins
farm share of sub-sub basin area

8

-

total farm area operated

lnformants

name

index

subSubBasin
censusYear
agriLand

11m:

ssb
cy
al

set
seq
set

description

Hydrometric codes - Great Lakes
census years 1971-1986
agriculture land use

Procedures
l

1

A

i

r

l

areaOper[ssb,cy] = sum (reorder (agriLand[ssb,a|,cy]; \
subSubBasin,
censusYear,

!

l

I

F

ml

agriLand))

f

farmShr[ssb,cy] = areaOper[ssb,cy] / basinArea[ssb]

References
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3.3

livestock

water used for

\

Calculate Water and
Manure

[an]

/

3.3 01

Livestock

[an,ssb,cy]
water per head of
livestock per year

livestock

(1)

manure per head of
livestock per year

livestock manure

per year
[ssb,cy]

A"

ll

ll
l

[an]

ROBBERT Associates

ssb
cy

subSubBasin
censusYear

an

animal
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3.3

livestock 3.3

0-2

Livestock

Description
The livestock takes census counts for livestock herds and calculates water used for livestock and
manure benerated in each sub-sub basin.

Variables

_a_en
m

livestock[an,ssb,cy]
waterPerHead[an]
manPerHead[an]
stockWater[ssb,cy]
stockManurelssb,cy]

fw

rel

Mac

was

c
c
c
c
c

F
C
C
O
O

class

S
P
P
F
F

damnation

livestock
water per head of livestock per year
manure per head of livestock per year
water used for livestock per year
livestock manure per year

Informants

ame

subSubBasin
censusYear
animal

ri i n

Luisa

type
set

Hydrometric codes - Great Lakes

cy
an

seq
set

census years 1971-1986
agriculture livestock

ssb

Procedures

Wanna
stockWater[ssb,cy] = changeshape (sum (reorder ( \
waterPerHead[an]
*
livestock[an,ssb,cy];

subSubBasin,

censusYear,

\

animal));

lowerEnt)

livestock[an,ssb,cy]; \
censusYear, animal));

lowerEnt)

stockManure[ssb,cy] = changeshape (sum (reorder ( \

manPerHead[an]
subSubBasin,

References

Data sources

1. livestock herds from the census of agriculture and the EIS

2. water per anaimal from the Great Lakes Basin Framework
3. manure per animal "
"
"
"
"
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3.4.1

l

Crop Area Seeded

area seeded in
grains

CD
area seeded in

forage crops
[for,ssb,cy]

area seeded in
oilseeds
[os,ssb,cy]

1

1
%

\

i

area seeded in

other field crops
[ofc,ssb,cy]

l

I

/

.

l

l

i

>

Calculate Total

// p

total area seeded in
crops
[ssb.cy]

Area Seeded and
\1>
Crop Shares

(1 )

\

l

crop category
\>
shares
[cc.ssb,cy]

/

vegetables

;

[ssb,cy]

l

area in
orchards

I

l

[ssb.cy]

V
Q

{ area in small
fru n

' [Sf SSb CYI

1

ssb

subSubBasin

9r

grams

os

oilSeeds

sf

smallFruit

cy

l

to r

ofc

cc

censusYear

l

forageCrops

othFieldCrop

l

cropCat

}
l
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3.4.1

cropSeeded 34.1

02

Crop Area Seeded

Description
This calculator contains data from the ElS which breaks Cropland area down by crop area seeded.

Variables
fw

same

grainSeededlgr,ssb,cy]
forageSeededlfor,ssb,cy]
oilseedArea[os,ssb,cy]
fldCropArea[ofc,ssb,cy]
vegArea[ssb,cy]
orchardArea[ssb,cy]
smalFrArea[sf,ssb,cy]
totAreaSeed[ssb,cy]
cropShr[cc,ssb,cy]

119::
c
C
c
c
o
c
c
c
c

rel

hips
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
O
O

class dammm

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
P

area seeded in grains
area seeded in forage crops
area seeded in oilseeds
area seeded in other field crops
area seeded in vegetables
area in orchards
area in small fruit
total area seeded in crops
crop category shares

lnformants

name

_d_ezin

tyne

dandelion

censusYear
grains
forageCrops
oilSeeds
othFleldCrop
smallFruit

cy
gr
for
05
ofc
sf

seq
set
set
set
set
set

census years 1971-1986
grain crops
forage crops
oil seeds
field cropsother than grain, forage and oilseed
small fruit crops

subSubBasin

cropCat

ssb

set

oc

set

Hydrometric codes - Great Lakes

categories of crops

Procedures
l 1

l

l

|

r

h r

say (" ..getting total area seeded to grain crops")
local grainArealssb,oy]
grainArealssb,cy] = sum (reorder (grainSeeded[gr,ssb,cy]; \
subSubBasin, censusYear, grains»
say (" ..getting total area seeded to forage crops")

local forageArea[ssb,cy]

forageArea[ssb,cy] = sum (reorder (forageSeeded[for,ssb,cy]; \
subSubBasin, censusYear, forageCrops))
say (" ..getting total area seeded to oilseed crops")

local oilseedAreax[ssb,cy]

oilseedAreax[ssb,cy] = sum (reorder (oilseedArea[os,ssb,cy]; \

subSubBasin, censusYear, oilSeeds))

ROBBERT Associates
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03

say (" ..getting total area seeded to other field crops")

local otherArealssb,cy]
otherArea[ssb,cy] = sum (reorder (fldCropArea[ofc,ssb,cy]; \
subSubBasin, censusYear, othFieldCrop))
say (" ..getting total area seeded to vegtable crops")
local vegAreax[ssb,cy]
vegAreax[ssb,cy] = sum (reorder (vegArea[ssb,cy]; \
subSubBasin, censusYear))
say (" ..getting total area seeded to small fruit")
local smalFrAreax[ssb,cy]
smalFrAreax[ssb,cy] = sum (reorder (smalFrArea[sf,ssb,cy]; \
subSubBasin, censusYear, smallFruit))
say (" ..getting total area seeded")
totAreaSeed[ssb,cy] = grainArea[ssb,cy] + forageArea[ssb,cy] + \
oilseedAreax[ssb,oy] + otherArea[ssb,cy] + otherArea[ssb,cy] + \
vegAreax[ssb,cy] + smalFrAreax[ssb,cy] + orchardArea[ssb,cy]
say (" ..calculatlng shares")
local ratio[ssb,cy]
ratio[ssb,cy] = grainArea[ssb,cy] /totAreaSeed[ssb,cy]

cropShr[cc,ssb,cy] = insert (expand (ratio[ssb,cy]); \

expand->cropCatzgrains)

ratio[ssb,cy] = forageArealssb,cy] /totAreaSeed[ssb,cy]

cropShr[cc,ssb,cy] = insert (expand (ratio[ssb,cYI); \

expand->cropCatzforage)

ratio[ssb,cy] = oilseedAreax[ssb,oy] /totAreaSeed[ssb,cy]

cropShr[cc,ssb,cy] = insert (expand (ratio[ssb,cy]): \

expand->cropCatzoilseed)
ratio[ssb,cy] = otherArea[ssb,cy] /totAreaSeed[ssb,cy]

cropShr[cc,ssb,cy] = insert (expand (ratio[ssb,cy]); \

expand->cropCatcotherField)

ratio[ssbicy] = vegAreax[ssb,cy] /totAreaSeed[ssb,cy]
cropShr[cc,ssb,cy] = insert (expand (ratio[ssb,cy]); \

expand->cropCat:vegetables)

ratio[ssb,cy] = smalFrAreax[ssb,cy] /totAreaSeed[ssb,cy]
cropShr[cc,ssb,cy] = insert (expand (ratio[ssb,cy]); \
expand->0ropCat:orchards)
ratio[ssb,cy] = smalFrAreax[ssb,cy] /totAreaSeed[ssb,cy]

cropShr[cc,ssb,cy] = insert (expand (ratio[ssb,cy]); \

expand->cropCat2smallFruit)

References
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3.4.2

cropAmend

3.42 01

Crop Amendments

agriculture land
[ssb.al,cy]

areas of sub-sub

Calculate Shares //ap

haSIIS

[ssb]

a

/

(1)

\D

share of basin area
amended

[

/

share 0f cropland \
amended
\

[ssb,at,cy]

area subject to
amendment

[at,ssb,cy]

Calculate

\
ertilizer applied

l

in 1986

Fertilizer

Intensit
(2) y

/V

[ft,ssb]

i7

fertilizer per unit
area 1986
[ft,ssb]

ssb

subSubBasin

at

amendType

cy
al
ft

/

Calculate
Fertilizer

censusYear
agriLand

A

fertilizer

issbic

irrigated per year

"

{>

fertilizer applied
[ft,ssb,cy]

.

(3)

area irrigated

water per unit area

pp

Med

Calculate Water

//D

for

Irrigation

(4)

water use for

>

irrigation
[ssb,cy]

[]
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3.4.2

cropAmend 13.42

C-2

Crop Amendments

Description

This calculator keeps track of areas of land subject to the following amendments: sprying for
insects, spraying for weeds, fertilization, and irrigation. The only data for quantities of
fertilizer used are for 1986. These data are used to impute quantities for other census years by
making the assumption that the quantity of fertilizer per unit land fertilized is constant for
each sub-sub basin. The 1986 data distinguishes the form of the fertilizer: dry granular,
non-pressurized liquid, pressurized liquid, fertilizer suspensions. The calculator also
calculates share of the basin area subject to amendment. This serves as indicator of intensity.
Finally, the fourth procedure calculates the annual volume of water withdrawn for irrigation
assuming an annual rate of cubic metres of water per unit area irrigated.
Variables
fw

name

agriLand[ssb,al,cy]
basinArea[ssb]
areaAmendlat,ssb,cy]
basShrAmendlssb,at,cy]
cropShrAmend[ssb,at,cy]
fertAppI86[ft,ssb]
fertDen[ft,ssb]
fertAppl[ft.ssb,cy]
arealrrig[ssb,cy]
waterPerArea[]
irrigWater[ssb,cy]

1m:

s
s
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

rel

1w:
F
F
C
O
O
F
O
O
F
C
O

class
S
8
F
P
P
F
P
F
8
P
F

QesLLLimi i

agriculture land
areas of sub-sub basins
area subject to amendment
share of basin area amended
share of cropland amended
fertilizer applied in 1986
fertilizer per unit area 1986
fertilizer applied
area irrigated
water per unit area irrigated per year
water use for irrigation

lnformants

subSubBasin
censusYear
agriLand
amendType
fertilizer

ssb
cy
al
at
ft

set
seq
set
set
set

Hydrometric codes - Great Lakes
census years 1971-1986
agriculture land use
type of crop amendment
type of fertilizer

Procedures

W
local cropLand[ssb,cy1
cropLandlssb,cy] = shrink (extract (agriLand[ssb,al,cy]; \
agriLand2cropIand); 2)
local areaAmendxlat,ssb,cy]
areaAmendxlssb,cy,at] = changeshape (reorder (areaAmend[at,ssb,cy]; \
subSubBasin, censusYear, amendType); ent="-")

local cropShrAmendx[ssb,cy,at]
ROBBERT Associates
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0-3

cropShrAmendxlssb,cy,at] = areaAmendx[ssb,cy,at] / cropLand[ssb,cy]
cropShrAmend[ssb,at,cy] = reorder (cropShrAmendx[ssb,cy,at]; \
subSubBasin, amendType, censusYear)
local basShrAmendx[ssb,cy,at]
basShrAmendx[ssb,cy,at] = areaAmendx[ssb,cy,at] / basinArea[ssb]
basShrAmendlssb,at,cy] = reorder (basShrAmendx[ssb,cy,at]; \

subSubBasin, amendType, censusYear)

l (2) Calculate Fertilizer Intensity
local area86[ssb]

area86[ssb1 = shrink (extract (areaAmendlat,ssb,Cy]; \
amendTypezfert,

censusYear21986))

local fertAppl86xlssb,ft]
fertAppl86x[ssb,ft] = reorder (fertAppl86[ft,ssb]; \

subSubBasin, fertilizer)

local fertDenx[ssb,ft]
fertDenx[ssb,ft] = fertAppl86x[ssb,ft] / area86[ssb]
fertDen[ft,ssb] = reorder (fertDenx[ssb,ft]; fertilizer, subSubBasin)

!3:IIF..E.
local areaAmendxx[ssb,cy]
areaAmendxx[ssb,cy] = shrink (extract (areaAmend[at,ssb,cy]; \

amendType:fert))

local fertDenxx[ssb,ft]
fertDenxx[ssb,ft] = reorder (fertDen[ft,ssb]; \

subSubBasin, fertilizer)

l
l
l
l
l
i

fertAppl[ft,ssb,cy] = reorder (outer ( \

fertDenxx[ssb,ft],

areaAmendxxlssb,cy]);

fertilizer,

subSubBasin,

i

l (g) gamma mam m III-mango

|

irrigWater[ssb,cy] = waterPerArea[] ' arealrrig[ssb,cy]

\

censusYear)

l

l

f

References

l

l

Data Sources

1. Agriculture census data maintained in the Statistics Canada EIS system.
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Calculator Descriptions

EJCDB

3.4.3

are

Cultivation

Practice

ltivated

l legacy] l
\g

I.

Calculate Shares
of Land Under
Cultivation

total farm area
operated
[ssb,cy]

3.4.3 C-f

(1)

//>\

share of basin area\_
under cultivation

\

[ssb,ct,cy]

,

share of farm area\
under cultivation

[ssb,ct,cy]

/

areas of sub-sub

basins
[ssb]

l
ssb

subSubBasin

ct

cultivate

cy

ROBBERT Associates

censusYear

11/2/91

cultivation 3.4.3

Calculator Descriptions

lJCDB

3.4.3

Cultivation

(2.2

Practice

Description

This calculator keeps track of the area under cultivation by type of cultivation and calculates

the share of land in each sub-sub basin under cultivation. Two kinds of cultivation are
distinguished: wide row and close row. Land under cultivation is subject to erosian

particularly that under widerow cultivation.

Erosian from wide row crops such as corn can be

ameliorated if a cover crop is grown or if minimum tillage practices are employed.

'UUDMME

O'HOTIEE

areaOper[ssb,cy]
basinArea[ssb]
basShrCult[ssb,ct,cy]

DUI

name
areaCult[ssb,ct,cyl

OE;

Variables

I

.

.

area cultivated
total farm area operated
areas of sub-sub basins
share of basin area under cultivation

lnformants

m
_a_&n

subSubBasin
censusYear
cultivate

Jain
ssb

cy
ct

time

Marimba

seq
set

census years 1971-1986
cultivation practice

set

Hydrometric codes - Great Lakes

Procedures
l

1

I

l

local areaCultx[ssb,cy,ct]
local basShrCultx[ssb,cy,ct]

basShrCult[ssb,ct,cy] = areaCultlssb,ct,cy] / basinArea[ssb]
areaCultx[ssb,cy,ct] = reorder (areaCult[ssb,ct,cy]; \
subSubBasin, censusYear, cultivate)

basShrCultx[ssb,cy,ct] = areaCultxlssb,cy,ct] / areaOper[ssb,cy]
basShrCult[ssb,ct,cy] = reorder (basShrCultx[ssb,cy,ct]; \

subSubBasin, cultivate, censusYear)

References

Data Sources

1.

Agriculture census data maintained in the Statistics Canada EIS system
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Informants

INFORMANTS
Index
ssb
sb

blame

CY
ru
y r

subSubBasin
subBasin
censusYear
rurU rban
year

dw
in
al

lfl ndustry
agnLand

an
gr
for

05
ofc
st

00
at

ft
Ct

sc
ws

dwellingType
animal

grains

forageCrops

oilSeeds
othFieldCrop
smallFruit

cropCat
amendType
fertilizer
cultivate
statChar
watShed

ROBBERT Associates

has:

QQSQUQUQ'l

set

Hydrometric codes - Great Lakes

sequence
set
sequence
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

census years 1971-1986
rural - urban
single years from 1971 to 1990
dwelling type
industry classification for census employment
agriculture land use
agriculture livestock
grain crops
forage crops
oil seeds
field cropsother than grain, forage and oilseed
small fruit crops
categories of crops
type of crop amendment
type of fertilizer
cultivation practice

set

sub basins for the Great Lakes

water sheds

10/2/91

lnformants

IJCDB

1.1

subSubBasin
Index: ssb
Type: set
Description: Hydrometric codes - Great Lakes
2AA

2A8
2A0
2A0
2AE
28A
288
280
ZBD
28E
28F
20A
208
200
200
20E
20F
20G
20A
ZDB
20C
ZDD
2EA
2E8
2EC
2ED
2FA
2FB
2FC
2FD
2FE
2FF
26A
2GB
2G0
2G0
2GE
2GP
2&5
2GH
2HA
2HB
2HC
2HD
2HE
2HF
2HG
ROBBERT Associates

I
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'

_

-

-
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-

Informants

[<2

2HH
2HJ
2HK
2HL
2HM
2MA
2MB
2M0
2JA
2J8
2JC
2JD
2JE
2KA
2KB
2KC
2KD
2KE
2KF
2KG
2KH
2KJ
2LA
2L8
2LC
2LD
2LE
2LF
2LG
2LH
2NA
2NB
2NC
2ND
2NE
2NF
2NG
20A
208
200
ZOD
20E
20F
2%
20H
ZOJ
2PA
2P8
2PC
2PD
2PE
ROBBERT Associates
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IJCDB

Informants

2PF
2PG
2PH
2PJ
2PL
subBasin
Index: sb
Type: set
Description: sub basins for the Great Lakes
superior
Lake Superior drainage area
huron
Lake Huron drainage area
erie
Lakes Erie and St Clair drainage area
ontario
Lake Ontario drainage area
ottawa
Ottawa River drainage area
stLawrence
Upper St. Lawrence drainage area
censusYear
Index: cy
Type: sequence
Description: census years 1971-1986

rurUrban

Index: ru
Type: set

Descnphon:
rural

rural- urban

urban

year

Index: yr
Typezsequence

Deaxm on:

Qngm yeam

om 1971t01990

dwellingType
Index: dw

Type: set
Description:
single

dwelling type

apartments
movable

other

single detached houses

apartments

movabledwellings

doubles, duplexes, rows and other dwellings

lflndustry
Index: in
Type: set
Description: industry classification for census employment
agriculture
forestry
fishHunt
fishing and hunting
mining
ROBBERT Associates

10/2/91

informants

lJCDB

manufacturing

construction

pubiicUtil

communication
trade
transport
finance
services
publicAdmin
notDefined

public utilities
wholesale and retail trade
transport and storage
other services
public administration
not defined

agriLand
Index: al
Type: set
Description: agriculture land use
cropland
cropland
summerfaliow
summerfailow
improvedPast
improved pasture
other improved land
otherlmproved
unimproved pasture
unimprPasture
woodland
woodland
other unimproved land
mpr
otherUni
animal
index: an
Type: set
Description:
cattle
pigs
poultry

agriculture livestock
cattle, beef and dairy

chickens. turkeys and other poultry

grains
index: gr
Type: set
Description: grain crops
barley for grain
barley
buckwheat
wheat

rye

oats
corn

mixedGrain

oats for grain
corn for grain

mixed grains

forageCrops
index: for
Type: set
Description: forage crops
corn for silage
cornSilage

oatsFeed

tameHay
otherFodder

ROBBERT Associates

oats for feed

alfalfa and other tame hay
other fodder crops
10/2/91

lJCDB

lnformants

oHSeeds
Index: 05
Type: set
Description: oil seeds
canola
rapeseed or canola
flaxseed
soybeans
safflower
mustard
mustard seed
sunflower
sunflower seed

othFieldCrop

index: ofc
Type: set
Description: field cropsother than grain, forage and oilseed
dryPeas
dry field peas
dryBeans
dry field beans

potatoes

sugarBeets
tobacco
canarySeed
caraway
fababeans
forageSeed
lentils
millet
triticale
otherField
smallFruit
Index: sf
Type: set

Description:

potatoes

sugar beets
tobacco
canary seed
caraway seed
forage seed

other field crops

small fruit crops

grapes

othSmallFruit

cultivated grapes

other small fruit

cropCat

index: cc
Type: set
Description: categories of crops

grains
forage

oilseed
otherField
vegetables

orchards
smallFruit

ROBBERT Associates

10/2/91

IJCDB

informants

l-6

amendType
Index: at

Type: set
Description: type of crop amendment
insect
insecticide
weed
herbicide
fert
fertilizer

fertilizer
index: ft
Type: set
Description: type of fertilizer
dryGran
dry granular fertilizer
aniquid
non pressurized liquid fertilizer
pressLiquid
pressurized liquid fertilizer
suspension
fertilizer suspensions
cultivate

Index: ct
Type: set
Description: cultivation practice
wideRow
wide row cultivation
closeRow
close row cultivation

statChar

index: sc
Type: set

Description:
slope
yIntercept
slopeWt
yInterceptWt
chiSquare
RSquare

watShed
Index: ws
Type: set

Description: water sheds
2A
2B
20
2D
2E
2F
26
2H
2J
2K
2L
2M

ROBBERT Associates
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Variable Shapes

V

VARIBLE SHAPES
I

I

Location

r

Basin Areas
Population
Dwellings
Employment
Farms
Agriculture Land
Livestock
Crop Area Seeded
Crop Amendments
Cultivation Practice

ROBBERT Associates

basin
population
dwellings
employment
farms
agriLand
livestock
cropSeeded
cropAmend
cultivation

1
2.1
2.2
2.3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4.1
3.4.2
3.4.3

V-t
V~l
V-1
V-l
V-t
V-l
V-t
v-t
V 1
V-1
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IJCDB

Variable Shapes

1

basin 1

v.1

Basin Areas

basinArea[]- areas of sub-sub basins
Framework type: specified (8)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Stock (8)

Shape:

object
data type
dim1
Sluom
aItUom

=
=
=
=
=

array
real
subSubBasin
m' '2
hectare

sstosb - mapping from ssb to sb

Framework type:

specified (5)

Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Parameter (P)
Shape:
object
= array
data type
= real
dim1
= subBasin

dim2

= subSubBasin

subBasArea - sub basin areas
Framework type:

framework (f)

Relational type: Output (0)

Class: Stock (8)

Shape:

object
data type
dim1

= array
= real
= subBasin

altUom

= hectare

Sluom

= m" 2

glerea[]- area of the Great Lakes Basin
Framework type: framework (f)

Relational type: Output (0)
Class: Stock (8)
Shape:
object
= array
data type
= real
Sluom
= m"2
attUom

ROBBERT Associates

= hectare
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Variable Shapes

2.1

population 2.1

V-1

Population

ruralShr[]- share of population in rural areas
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Parameter (P)
Shape:
object
= array
data type
= real
dim1
= subSubBasin
dim2
= SEQ; censusYear: 1971:198625; 5-year
basinPop[]- census counts
Framework type: specified (s)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Stock (8)

Shape:

object
data type
dim1
dim2
entity

=
=
=
=
=

array
real
subSubBasin
SEQ; censusYear: 1971:198625; 5-year
person

rurUerop[]- rural - urban population
Framework type: calculator (c)

Relational type: Output (0)

Class: Stock (8)

Shape:

object
data type
dimt

= array
= real
= rurUrban

entity

= person

dim2
dim3

= subSubBasin
= SEQ; censusYear: 1971219865; 5-year

sstosb - mapping from ssb to sb
Framework type: specified (5)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Parameter (P)

Shape:

object

= array

dim1
dim2

= subBasin
= subSubBasin

data type

ROBBERT Associates

= real

8/1/91
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Variable Shapes

population 21

V-2

gleop[]- Great Lakes Basin population
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Output (0)
Class: Stock (8)
Shape:

object

= array

data type
dim1
entity

= real
= SEQ; censusYear: 19711198625; 5-year
= person

subBasinPop[]- sub basin population
Framework type: calculator (C)

Relational type: Output (0)

Class: Stock (8)

Shape:

object
data type
dim1

= array
= real
= subBasin

entity

= person

dim2

= SEQ; censusYear: 1971:1986:5; 5-year

basinArea[]- areas of sub sub basins
Framework type: specified (5)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Stock (8)
Shape:
object
= array
data type
= real
dim1
= subSubBasin
Sluom
= m*'2
aItUom
= hectare
subBasArea[]- sub basin areas

Framework type: framework (f)
Relational type: Control (0)
Class: Stock (8)
Shape:
object
= array
data type
= real

l

i

l

dim1
Sluom
aItUom

= subBasin
= m"2
= hectare

glerea - area of Great Lakes Basin
Framework type: framework (f)
Relational type: Control (C)
Class: Stock (S)

Shape:

object
data type

= array
= real

Sluom

= m '2

2111 lnm

_

ROBBERT Associates
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IJCDB

ssbPopDen - sub

population 2.1

V-3

subbasin population density

Framework type:

calculator (c)

Relational type: Output (0)
Class: Parameter (P)
Shape:
object
data type

dimt

dim2
Sluom
altUom
entity

= array
= real

= subSubBasin

SEQ; censusYear: 1971:198625; 5-year
m" ' -2
/(hectare 2)
person

=
=
=
=

sbPopDen - sub basin population density
Framework type: calculator (c)

Relational type: Output (0)

Class:

Shape:

Parameter (P)

object
data type
dimt
dim2
Sluom
aItUom
entity

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

array
real
subBasin
SEO; censusYear: 1971:1986:5; 5-year
m ' - 2
/(hectare 2)
person

gleopDen - Great Lakes Basin population density
Framework type: calculator (c)

Relational type: Output (0)

Class: Parameter (P)
Shape:
object
= array
data type
= real

dimt

Sluom
altUom
entity

= SEQ; censusYear: 1971:19865; 5-year

= m '' -2
= /(hectare*'2)
= person

iinPop[]- population linear extrapolation
Framework type: calculator (c)

Relational type: Output (0)

Class: Stock (8)

Shape:

object

= array

entity

= person

data type
dimt
dim2

ROBBERT Associates

= real
= subSubBasin
= SEQ; year: 1971:199021; year

8/1 /9 t
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Variable Shapes

population 2.1

V4

IinRSqStat - linear fit R-squared statistic
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Output (0)

Class: Parameter (P)
Shape:
object
= array
data type

dim1

= real

= subSubBasin

expPop[]- population exponential extrapolation
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Output (0)
Class: Stock (8)

Shape:

object
data type

array
= real

entity

= person

dim1
dim2

= subSubBasin
= SEQ; year: 19712199011; year

eprSqStat[]- exponential fit R-squared statistic
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Output (0)
Class:

Parameter (P)

Shape:
object
data type
dim1

ROBBERT Associates

= array
= real

= subSubBasin

8/1/91
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Variable Shapes

2.2

dwellings 2.2

V1

Dwellings

basinPop[]- census counts
Framework type: specified (3)
Relational type: Fixed (F)

Class: Stock (8)
Shape:
object
data type
dim1
dim2
entity

=
=
=
=
=

array
real
subSubBasin
SEQ; censusYear: 1971219865; 5-year
person

dwellings[]- private occupied dwellings
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Fixed (F)

Class: Stock (8)
Shape:
object
data type
dim1
dim2
dim3
entity

=
=
=
=
=
=

array
real
dwellingType
subSubBasin
SEQ; censusYear: 1971:198625; 5-year
dwelling

persons per dwelling
persPeerell
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Output (0)
Class: Parameter (P)
Shape:
object
= array
data type
= real

dim1

= dwellingType

dim3

= SEQ; censusYear: 19712198625; 5-year

dim2

entity

= subSubBasin

= person/dwelling

landPeerell - land per dwelling
Framework type: calculator (c)

Relational type: Control (C)

Class:

Shape:

Parameter (P)

object
data type
dim1

Sluom

altUom
entity

ROBBERT Associates

= array
= real
= dwellingType

= m"2

= hectare
= /dwelling
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Variable Shapes

dwellings 2.2

V2

resLand[]- residential land use
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Output (0)
Class: Stock (8)

Shape:
object

data type

dim1

dim2
Sluom
altUom

ROBBERT Associates

= array
= real

= subSubBasln

= SEQ; censusYear: 19712198625; 5-year
= m"2
= hectare

10/2/91
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Variable Shapes

2.3

employment 2.3

V-i

Employment

employ[]- number of persons employed
Framework type:

calculator (c)

Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Stock (S)
Shape:
object
= array
data type
= real
dimt
= subSubBasin
dim2
= SEQ; censusYear: 1971:198625; 5-year
entity
= person
employlnd86[]- employment by industry 1986
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Stock (S)

Shape:

object
data type

= array
= real

dim2
entity

= lflndustry
= person

dimt

= subSubBasin

employlnd[]- employment by industry
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Output (0)
Class: Stock (8)
Shape:

object

= array

dim1
dim2
dim3

= subSubBasin
= lflndustry
= SEQ; censusYear: 19712198615; S year

data type

entity

= real

= person

empllndShr - employment shares by industry 1986
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Output (0)
Class: Parameter (P)

Shape:

object
data type
dimt
dim2

ROBBERT Associates

=
=
=
=

array
real
subSubBasin
lflndustry
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farms 3.1

V4

Farms

farmCount[]- number of farms
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Stock (S)
Shape:
object
= array
data type
= real

dim1

= subSubBasin

dim2
entity

= SEQ; censusYear: 1971219865; 5 year
= farm

areaOper[]- total farm area operated
Framework type: framework (f)
Relational type: Control (C)
Class: Stock (8)
Shape:
object
= array
data type
= real

dim1

dim2

Sluom

altUom

= subSubBasin

= SEQ; censusYear: 19711198625; 5-year

= m "2

= hectare

areaPerFarm - area per farm
Framework type: calculator (c)

Relational type: Output (0)

Class:

Shape:

Parameter (P)

object
data type

= array
= real

aItUom

= hectare

dim1
dim2
Sluom
entity

= subSubBasin
= SEQ; censusYear: 1971:1986z5; 5-year
= m "2

= /farm

farmlnc[]- value of products sold
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Flow (F)

Shape:

object

= array

dim1
dim2
entity

= subSubBasin
= SEQ; censusYear: 1971 :1986:5; 5-year
= dollar/year

data type

ROBBERT Associates

= real
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farms 3.1

V2

incPerArea[]- income per unit area operated
Framework type:

calculator (c)

Relational type: Output (0)

Class:

Shape:

Parameter (P)

object
data type
dim1
dim2
Sluom
altUom
entity

array
real

subSubBasin
SEQ; censusYear: 1971:198625; 5-year

_mtt_2

/(hectare"2)
= dollar/year

incPerFarm[] income per farm
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Output (0)
Class: Parameter (P)

Shape:

object
data type
dim1
dim2
entity

ROBBERT Associates

array
real
subSubBasin
SEQ; censusYear: 197119865; 5-year
- dollar/(year farm)

10/2/91
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3.2

Agriculture

V-1

Land

agriLand[]- agriculture land
Framework type: specified (5)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Stock (S)
Shape:

object

= array

dim1

= subSubBasin

data type

= real

dim2

= agriLand

dim3

r,

Sluom

;

altUom

= SEQ; censusYear: 19712198625; 5-year

= m* 2

= hectare

areaOper[]- total farm area operated
Framework type: framework (f)

Relational type: Output (0)

Class: Stock (8)

Shape:

object
data type

= array
= real

altUom

= hectare

dim1
dim2
Sluom

= subSubBasin
= SEQ; censusYear: 1971219865; 5-year
= m*'2

basinArea[]- areas of sub-sub basins

Framework type: specified (5)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Stock (8)

Shape:
object

data type
dim1
Sluom
altUom

I
1

= array
=
=
=
=

real
subSubBasin
m"2
hectare

farmShr - farm share of sub sub basin area
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Output (0)
Class:

Parameter (P)

Shape:
object

data type

dim1
dim2

ROBBERT Associates

= array
= real

= subSubBasin
= SEQ; censusYear: 1971119865; 5-year
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livestock 3.3

V-1

Livestock

livestock[]- livestock
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Stock (8)

Shape:

object
data type
dim1
dim2

dim3

entity

array
real
animal

subSubBasin
= SEQ; censusYear: 1971:1986:5; 5-year
= animal

waterPerHead - water per head of livestock per year
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Control (C)
Class: Parameter (P)
Shape:
object
= array
data type
= real
dim1
= animal
=mtt3
Sluom
altUom
= gallon
entity
= (/year)/anima|

manure per head of livestock per year
manPerHead
Framework type: calculator (c)

Relational type: Control (C)

Class:

Shape:

Parameter (P)

object
data type
dim1
Sluom
altUom
entity

= array
= real
= animal
=kg

= tonne
= (/year)/(animal)

stockWater - water used for livestock per year
Framework type: calculator (c)

Relational type: Output (0)

Shape:

Flow (F)

object
data type
dim1
dim2
Sluom
aItUom
entity

ROBBERT Associates

array
real

subSubBasin
= SEQ; censusYear: 19712198625; 5 year

ll

Class:

=

mtt3

gallon
/year
10/2/91
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livestock 3.3

V2

stockManure - livestock manure per year
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Output (0)
Class: Flow (F)
Shape:
object
= array
data type
= real
dim1
= subSubBasin
dim2
= SEQ; censusYear: 1971:198625; 5 year

Sluom

= kg

altUom
entity

= tonne
= /year

ROBBERT Associates
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3.4.1
grainSeeded[]

cropSeeded 314.1 V 1

Crop Area Seeded

area seeded in grains

Framework type:

calculator (c)

Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Stock (8)

Shape:

object
data type
dim1
dim2
dim3
Sluom
altUom

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

array
real
grains
subSubBasin
SEQ; censusYear: 1971:19865; 5-year
m 2
hectare

forageSeeded[]- area seeded in forage crops
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Stock (8)
Shape:
object
= array
data type
= real
dim1
= forageCrops
dim2
= subSubBasin
dim3
= SEQ; censusYear: 1971219865; 5-year
Sluom
= m 2
altUom
= hectare
oilseedArea[]- area seeded in oilseeds
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Stock (8)

Shape:

object
data type
dim1
dim2

=
=
=
=

Sluom
altUom

= m"2
= hectare

dim3

ROBBERT Associates

array
real
oilSeeds
subSubBasin

= SEQ; censusYear: 1971:1986:5; 5-year

1 1 /2/91
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cropSeeded 3.4.1

V<2

fldCropArea[]- area seeded in other field crops
Framework type:

calculator (c)

Relational type:

Fixed (F)

II

Class: Stock (8)
Shape:
array
object
real
data type
= othFieIdCrop
dim1

= subSubBasin
SEQ; censusYear: 1971219865; 5-year

dim2

dim3
Sluom
altUom

m * 2
= hectare

vegArea[]- area seeded in vegetables
Framework type: calculator (c)

Relational type: Fixed (F)

Class: Stock (S)

Shape:

array
real

subSubBasin

= SEQ; censusYear: 1971:1986:5; 5-year
m '2

ll

object
data type
dim 1
dim2
Sluom
altUom

= hectare

orchardArea[]- area in orchards
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Stock (8)

Shape:

array
real
= subSubBasin
ll

object
data type
dimt
dim2
Sluom
altUom

SEQ; censusYear: 1971219865; 5-year
m"*2

hectare

smalFrArea[]- area in small fruit
Framework type: calculator (c)

Relational type: Fixed (F)
object
data type
d i m1
dim2
dim3

Sluom

altUom

ROBBERT Associates

ll

Class: Stock (S)
Shape:

array
real
smallFruit
subSubBasin

SEQ; censusYear: 19712198615; 5-year
m

'2

hectare

11/2/91

Variable Shapes

lJCDB

cropSeeded 3,4.1

V-3

totAreaSeed - total area seeded in crops
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Output (0)
Class: Stock (S)

Shape:

object
data type
dim1
dim2
Sluom
altUom

array
real

= subSubBasln

SEQ; censusYear: 1971:198615; 5-year

m" ' 2
= hectare

cropShr[] crop category shares
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Output (0)
Class: Parameter (P)

Shape:

object
data type
dim1
dim2
dim3

ROBBERT Associates

= array
real
cropCat

subSubBasln

= SEQ; censusYear: 1971219865; 5-year
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Variable Shapes

i

3.4.2

ii

cropAmend 3.42

V 1

Crop Amendments

i

!

agriLand - agriculture land
Framework type: specified (5)

Relational type: Fixed (F)

Class: Stock (8)

Shape:

object
data type

= array
= real

dim2
dim3
Sluom
altUom

=
=
=
=

dim1

= subSubBasin

agriLand
SEQ; censusYear: 1971:1986:5; 5-year
m 2
hectare

basinArea - areas of sub-sub basins
Framework type: specified (s)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Stock (S)
Shape:

object

data type
dim1
Sluom
altUom

= array
=
=
=
=

real
subSubBasin
m"2
hectare

areaAmend[]- area subject to amendment
Framework type: calculator (c)

Relational type: Control (C)

Class: Flow (F)

Shape:

object

= array

data type
dim1
dim2
dim3
Sluom

=
=
=
=
=

entity

= /year

altUom

real
amendType
subSubBasin
SEQ; censusYear: 19712198625; 5-year
m"2

= hectare

basShrAmend - share of basin area amended

Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Output (0)

Class:

Shape:

Parameter (P)

object
data type

dim1
dim2
dim3

ROBBERT Associates

= array
= real

= subSubBasin
= amendType
= SEQ; censusYear: 19712198625; 5-year
13/2/91

Variable Shapes

lJCDB

cropAmend 3:42

V-2

cropShrAmend[]- share of cropland amended
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Output (O)
Class: Parameter (P)
Shape:
object
= array
data type
= real
= subSubBasin

d i m1

= amendType
= SEO; censusYear: 1971:198625; 5-year

dim2
dim3

fertApp|86[]- fertilizer applied in 1986
Framework type: calculator (c)

Relational type: Fixed (F)

Class:

Shape:

Flow (F)

object
data type
dim1
dim2
Sluom
altUom
entity

array
real
= fertilizer

= subSubBasin
=kg

tonne
= /year

fertDen[]- fertilizer per unit area 1986
Framework type: calculator (c)

Relational type: Output (O)

Class:

Shape:

Parameter (P)

object
data type
dim 1
dim2
Sluom
altUom

= array

real
= fertilizer

= subSubBasin
= m -2 kg
= tonne/hectare

fertAp p|[] - fertilizer applied
Framework type: calculator (c)

Relational type: Output (O)

Class:

Flow (F)

Shape:

object
data type
dim1
dim2

dim3

Sluom
altUom
entity

ROBBERT Associates

=
=
=
=

array
real
fertilizer
subSubBasin

= SEQ; censusYear: 19712198625; 5-year
= kg
= tonne
= /year

1 3/ 2 /9 1

UCDB

Variable Shapes

cropAmend 3.42

V-3

arealrrig[]- area irrigated

Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Stock (8)
Shape:
object
array

data type
dim1

dim2
Sluom
altUom

= real

subSubBasln

SEQ; censusYear: 19711198625; 5-year

- m" 2
- hectare

waterPerArea[]- water per unit area irrigated per year
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Control (C)
Class: Parameter (P)

Shape:
object

data type

Sluom

altUom
entity

= array
= real

= m

= (m *3)/hectare
= /year

irrigWater[]- water use for irrigation
Framework type: calculator (c)

Relational type: Output (0)

Class:

Shape:

Flow (F)

object
data type

dim1

dim2
Sluom
entity

ROBBERT Associates

array
real

subSubBasin

SEQ; censusYear: 1971219865; 5-year
= m"3
/year

1 3/2/9 1

cultivation 34 3

Variable Shapes

lJCDB

3.4.3

Cultivation

1.:

Practice

areaCu|t[]- area cultivated
Framework type: calculator (c)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Stock (S)
Shape:
object
= array
data type
= real
dim1
= cultivate
dim2
= subSubBasin
SEQ; censusYear: 19712198625; 5-year
=
dim3
Sluom
= m"'2
areaOper[] total farm area operated
Framework type: framework (f)
Relational type: Control (C)
Class: Stock (S)

Shape:

object
data type
dim1
dim2
Sluom

=
=
=
=
=

array
real
subSubBasin
SEQ; censusYear: 1971:198625; 5-year
m"2

basinArea[]- areas of sub-sub basins
Framework type: specified (s)
Relational type: Fixed (F)
Class: Stock (S)

Shape:

object
data type
dim1
Sluom

=
=
=
=

array
real
subSubBasin
m"2

basShrCult[]- share of basin area under cultivation
Framework type: calculator (c)

Relational type: Output (0)

Class:

Shape:

Parameter (P)

object
data type

= array
= real

dim2

= cultivate

dim1

dim3

ROBBERT Associates

= subSubBasin

= SEQ; censusYear: 19711198625; 5-year

1 1 /2/91

IJCDB

Conceptual Hierarchy Tree Definition

T-i

CONCEPTUAL HIERARCHY TREE DEFINITION
lJCDB:
demography:
agriculture :
cropping :

basin demography agriculture
population dwellings employment
farms agriLand livestock cropping
cropSeeded cropAmend cultivation

ROBBERT Associates

1 2/2/9 i

III

IJCDB

Dependency Structure Equivalence Rules

En,

DEPENDENCY STRUCTURE EQUIVALENCE RULES
basinArea :
sstosb:

basin population agriLand cropAmend cultivation
basin population

gIbArea :
basinPop :
areaOper:
agriLand :

basin population
population dwellings
farms agriLand cultivation
agriLand cropAmend

subBasArea:

basin population

ROBBERT Associates

1 2/ 2/ 9 t

1
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The Great Lakes basin

mm
Outline
I

Stressor activities

Major manufacturing industries
Agriculture
Waterborne commerce
Power

[:1

Demographic factors
Population
Municipal

D

Environmental measures

[:I

Summary

Steel industry: 1974

87

Establishments

number
600 r

E] 1974
a 1978
m 1982

m 1986
.1987

400 -
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200 -

g

NW1

Erie

Huron

Michigan

-%m-:

Ontario

Superior

Total

Employment
thousands
300

C] 1974

g 1978
@1982

m 1986

.1987

200 -
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Michigan

Ontario

Superior
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Establishments
number
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21978
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Pulp and paper industry: 1974
@1986
- 1987

500

250

Superiot

Mlchlaan

Employment
thousanda
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m 1986
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7
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.1987
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A
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Total
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Chemical industry: 1974

87

Establishments
number
1 .600 -

D1974
21978

1.200 - m 1932

@1986
.1987

800 -

400

Erie

-9:s~c-:Humn

A3515?

A
Michigan

Ontatio

A

a

Superior

Employment
thousands
1 50 -

120

[31974
@1978
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@1986
.1937

90-

..
Huron

,Loaa (Inn Il
Michigan

Ontario

Supotior

Total

Farmland in the Great Lakes basin:
U.S. 1987 and Canada - 1986
percent of land area
80

Canada

60

40

20

Erie

Huron

Michigan

Ontario

Superior

Farm production of major commodities:
Milk

Corn
Great Lakes States
3.7 bi bushels

69.9 bil. pounds

Balance of us.

74.3 bil. pounds

3.8 bil. bushels

Soybeans
0.9 bil. bushels

1.0 bil. bushels

Hogs
20.2 mil.

WW
Cash receipts from farm marketings: 1989
Great Lakes States

$35 bil.

Balance of US.

$124 bil.

Waterborne commerce on the Great Lakes
(tons): 1969 88
Domestic, Canadian, and overseas

Canadian imports and exports

milieu: of tone

millions of tons

80

250

Overseas

40

150

Expona
100
20

50

O
1969

'74

' 8

'79

Overseas imports and exports
million: of tone
20

15

10

Exports

1969

WII I I I I I
Waterborne commerce on the Great Lakes
(indexed): 1969 88
Domestic, Canadian, and overseas

Canadian imports and exports

indox. 1969-100
180 -

index. 1969-100
180 -
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I \Overseas

I

I

14o _

\

II ~

14o -

I

..

\Exporta

100

Imports

eo »

so .\r' Domestic
20..................J

1969

'74

'79
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Overseas imports and exports
index, 1969-100

220

150 14o 100
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1969
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1969

74

79
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84

88

Commodity shipments on the Great Lakes: 1988
Foreign imports and exports

Domestic shipments

Other

Iron ore

Farm

Other

Coal
Coal

11

V Limestone

products

Limestone

Great Lakes waterborne commerce

Tuconilo Harbor

Ag-Io Bay

Prosquo Isle

Duluth/Superior

Esclmb

Iron ore
Farm
prle

Coal

0010:
Limestone

12

hdilnc

Slonoport

Energy input at electric utilities: 1988
Eight Great Lakes states

Rest of United States

Coal

Petroleum

Hydropower

13

Hydropower
Nuclear

Petroleum

Nuclear

Energy input at electric utilities: 1988
percent of total energy input

_
100 -

so i

14

Nuclear
Coal

I Petroleum

ZNatural gas

MEI Hydropower

Industrial energy consumption: 1988
Rest of United States

Great Lakes states

Hydropower
0.1%
Electricity
Hydropower
0.1%

4

Petroleum

15

Electricity

Coal
Petroleum

Coal

Industrial energy consumption: 1960

88

Natural gas

Coal

quadriluon BTUa

gundrillioa BTU:

12 -

Great Lakes

States

Great Lakes States

2

0
1960
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'68

'72

'16

'80

84

'83

0
1980

64

'66

72

'76

'80

84

Electricity

Petroleum

quadrillion BTU.

qundti ion BTU.

3.5 -

12

2.8

21

Great Lake;
818185

1.4

1960

16

'64

'68

'12

'76

'80

'84

88

'1900

Great Lakes states

'88

Industrial consum tion of energy, 1960
Great Lakes States
percent of total
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Natural gas
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Stressor activities
Major manufacturing industries
Agriculture

~ Waterborne commerce
Power

I

Demographic factors
Population
Municipal

El

Environmental measures

[:1

Summary

State and local government expenditures: 1988
Sewerage
dollars per capila
120 -

90-

60-

30>

PA

H

Water supply
dollars per capila
90 -

80

30

Solid waste management
dollars per capita
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Stressor activities
Major manufacturing industries
Agriculture
Waterborne commerce
Power
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Demographic factors
Population
Municipal

I

Environmental measures
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Summary

Clear Air Act target cities
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Class
. Severe

A Moderate

I Serious

Q Marginal

National Priority List sites
Great Lakes States

441

Balance of US.
733

25

National Priority List sites
percent of total
100 - - -
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Other

Chemical
plant

Industrial
waste tteatment

Manufacturing

25

Landfill
IL

IN

MI

MN

NY

OH

PA

WI Balance
of US.
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Summary
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